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Refleciions. - Fulfilled Predictions.
The Song of the Twelve Jewels (Poem). -
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ASTROLOGY
Favourable Elements for October-November.
Horoscope of the Month.- Therese Neumann, the Living
Mystery.
Nature's Links to Astrology - Flower-colours.-ESME
SWAINSON.

OCCULTISM
The Rays. - DION FpRTUNE.
Serpent Fire and Maya Lore. - AUBREY PEACOCK.
The Carden of Eden according to Philo the Jew. - Dr.

E. E.

DE HENSELER.

PSYCHIC STUDY
The Way You Walk. - HANS STEIN.
The Doctor (A Story). - SHEA HOGUE.
A Violonist Medium. - Luc10 MAGNONI.
Notable Books. - Charakter-Typen. - Psychic Cer·
tainties·. -

The Aubrey Messages.

PREDICTIONS

A Monthly Review of E soteric and Exoteric Astrology and of the
Psychic and Occult Sciences
Editor-tu-chief : FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER Ph. D.
Associate : C. VORSTELMAN.
By reason of the fact that this review is pub}ished in close r elation with
c L 1ASTROSOPHIE », its sister r eview (in the French language), it has the
unusual advantage of possessing a staff of contributors from all European
countries, as well as the collaboration of the leading English and American
:writers in the subjects belonging to its special domain.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION-POST-FREE
England and colonies 10/ G-Unitecl States of America... .... ........... 2.75
Countries outside postal accord of Stockholm 70 francs French
Inside postal accord of Stockl10lm 60 francs French .................... .
France and colonies....................................... 50 francs French
ADVERTISING RATES. - Per pa1Ie, per insertion, 30/- (S 8.00); l/z page
.15/- (S.4 ..00); 1/3 pag>e, 10/ -. (S 3.00); 1/.i pa g·e , 7 / () (S 2.50); 1/ 6 paga,
6/- (S 2.00); l/s page, 4/- (S 1.75). Reduction on yearly contr:wts.
ADDRESS AS BELOW
or to
C. D. DUTTON - Advt. Manager for Europe
93 Mo r tim er St. Lo nclon W. T.
CHE QUES CN .!\NY BANK

INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
President : OREA E. WTNDUST; Secretary : 'Mll e VAN WALCHREN;
Founder and Director : FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELF;R Ph . D.
1) Public,a tion. The Institute pnbti ~hes « L'AST£W80PHIE ~ the
leading- astrcilo!::ical, psvchi c nr.rl occult review in ti'.e F re nch languag·e. It j,,;
al'So the publisher of THE SEER.
2) Horoscopes. - The Instit ut e mainh1ins a staff for l1igb-gTade horo!'cop~~,
on a stri ctly personal ba sis, no work « in ::;eries » being µenni1·ted. Minor \York
will not be con sidered. Folll' systems are ernplo>·e1] : u) tlie Scienlilk Sys! em,
b) the Kabbalistic System, c) the Selenological (Arabie) Svstem anrl, cl) tue
Symbolic Systems. For full details see advertis ing page fat ing thi s oue.
3) Correspondence Courses.- (In English or Fi:encb). T!Jese are a:; follow.;:
A. - ARTROLOGY, 70 lPssn ns
B. - ORACULAR S ClE N ('f S : ]) The T arot, 24 lessons; 2) P ure
Kn.bbali sm, 24 lesso ns : :3) Higl1e :· I '~ a hkllism, 24 lessons.
The A strolog"ic~ l Course is by far the most com plete given in any country.
It inclu r1es 10 series of 7 lessons eacli, or 01·er 750 pages in a ll. Qlles tions are
attached to rnr h lesson, and seri ous s tud ents only wi ll be acceptcrl. Two
examinnf·ion : < , . J. ,~ P I l1P rourse. Certifi c:. Les and diplomas will be granted to
succes::<f11l e:rn1lidnfes . The Course is di vided as fo llows :
I. How to Draw a Horcscope
6. Primary Directions
2. Interpretatior - Anal ysi:.
7. Rectification.
3. I nterprrtat;on - S~·nthesis
8. The Horoscc,ue ;)etniled
4. Esoteric Astr0logy
9. Advanced Sl~di,·s
5. The Progressed Horos-::ope
I 0. Steilar Astrology
'!'he f·en ns fo r t l1c whole r oursc :ne Ten Ponncl s o:f: Fift:v D ollnrs payment
in 111h:H1f·e or fn r c :~ 1 · ~1 series in arl v:inee; if payment is made by series, the
terms ar '3 £ 1. ·'- (),]. or Six D ollars eac h. The Con rse is so tLorou~h an d
emhr:i r- i11 :1 th;i• >·llJ sl 111lc>nts mn~t hP!!'in nt tile beginning.
Each of the Courses in the 0racul£r Sciences C:on sis ts of 24 1essons. The
T erm s fo r enr h rif tl1<> courses are Four Pounds 0 1· Twenty Dollars, payment in :icht1'1Pe. 1f p nrrn cn t fo r the whole r ourse i ~ mncle in nr1rnnee the
terms ,._. :11 l~e '1' 0n l'::nncl s or Fifty Dolbrs. A certifi rnle will be ofren to
surressfu 1 stndrn fs.
·
~
Cilf'ques or Monev Orrlers to Dr. Francis ROLT-WHEELE:&, Direrto r,
INS'l' ITUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE, CARTHAGE, TUNISIE.

INS'ttttJT ASTROLOGIQVE bE CARTllAOt
TR.IPLB HOROSCOPE8

A horosc-ope contains two principal elements : 1) a d~tailed setting fo~h
of character, and 2) an analysis of the influences pi:oducm~ the events which
wi~l come into the life; Destiny is the r~sult of the i~t~ract1on of .bot~. What
haP.pens to us is only partly pre-determmed; the dec1s1ve factor hes m FreeW1ll - our character and our conduct. rhere is no true horoscopy without a solid diagnosis of character, and there
is no such thing as a true half-diagnosis. Cheap and incomplete h~rosco~es,
or horoscopes done in series by formal methods are often apt to be misleadm41.
Every horoscope must be a detailed anJ individual piece of work, else it 18
better to hav~ none at all.

- SCIENTIFIC HOROSCOPES

Condensed Natal Horoscope for a child, dealing mainly with
15 0 s 7 60
health and occupation, 1 cl1art, about 8 p!ges .............. .
Condensed Natal Horoscope and Progressed Direction for
the current year in advance, character and probable destiny, 2 charts, about 16 pages ............ ........................ L 1 1 0 S 10 00
Complete Natal Horoscope, esoteric and pratical. detailed
Progressed Directions for current year in advance, Fixed
Star chart, 3 charts, over 24 pages .................. .... . ....... L 2· 2 0 S 20 00

,

KABBALISTIC HOROSCOPES

15 0 S 7 IO
Condensed Kabbalistic System, natal, l chart, 8 pages ..... .
Complete Kal.Jbalistic system, with K a bba listic progression
for current year in advance, 2 cha l'ts, about Hi pages ... L 1 1 0 S 10 00
SELENOLOGICAL HOROSCOPES
Condensed Selenological system, natal, 1 chart, 8 pages...... 15 0 S 7 50
Complete Selenological system, with Prvg-ression for current
year in advance, 2 charts 16 pages ...........••....... .......... L l 1 0 S 10 00

TRIPLE SYSTEM HOROSCOPES
Condensed Scientific, Stellar, Kabbalistic and Selenological
Natal Horoscopes, 4 Charts, fron;i. 30 to 40 pages ......... L 3 3 0
Complete and detailed analysis of arl systems and all Progressions for the current year in advance, 7 charb, about
75 pages.. ............. ...... ... ....................... ........... . . . . . L 5 5 0
Complete and detailed analysis as above, on heavy paper,
strongly bound in book form, with blank charts in each
system for ten years to follow, and with frontispiece of
na.tive's personal Kabbalistic talisman on parchment ... L 6 6 :o
Progressed Dirnctions to yearly clients, for the current year
in advance, '.l chart, about 10 pages ........... ..... ........... L 1 10 v
Horary Charts and Interpretations (am;wera to sperial ques, tions propounded, tetter to contain da•e and hour when
decision was taken to seek advice) .. ..... ............ ........ L 1 1 0
Birth.Hour Rectifications with a horoscope order........ .... L 1 1 O
Rectification required without a horoscope order ............ L 1 10 G

S 30 00
S 40 OC

S 50 00
S 15 00

s 10 00
:; 10 00
s 15 00

REQUIREMENTS
. In every case, Name, Place, Date, and Hour (exactly, if poaaible approximately, at all events) of Birth must accompany the order. If a Kabbalistic
Horoscope is required, the Christian name (both baptismal and as commonly
used) must be given, and, for married women, the maiden name also.
When the approximate birth-hour cannot be learned from parents, relatives,
friends, doctor or midwife, Rectification is necessary, a difficult matter. In
such case the order must be accompanied with the extra charge, a photograph
(fuU-face preferred) and a list of events in the life of the native, such as
~_ates of· death of parents? marriage, births of children, accidents, sudden
illnesses, etc., that calculations may be made from events to birth-hour.
Cheques may be drawn on any bank.

FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER Ph.D.
Director: INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
CARTHAGE - TUNISIB
ALL WORK DONE PERSONALLY

THE HUMAN CHART
OCCULT -

STEVENS~

ASTR•L

1lffiREJE llST !RPl!tE CIA\lfS
1

N° 9 Occult Science Symbology ·
N° 10 The Planetary Man
N° 11 Cosmic Creation and Ascent of Man
The aggregate research and productive cost of these great Charts, amounted to an enormous expense, especially the Solomon-Masonic Ed. of N° 9 and
the Anglo-India N° 10 with the Sanskrit additions. These are being presented
in their de luxe frontage and linen mounting, in colors and with a Course of
Master Keys, all typed (understandable) for the nominal introductory prices
(as below) prepaid and insured. N° 11 Chart is our « Cosmic Creation and the
Ascent of Man ». This too sells on sight.

YOUR SOUL'S AURA IN COLORS
MOUNTED LINEN-BACKED • IN HAND COLORS
The sizes, the finish and the « introductory prices » are
SIZE

SIZE

12 by 16 inches, Masterpiece Chart-maps. . . . . .
3.00 Dollars
18 by 24 inches, (In Colors), best linen mounted. .
6.50 »
5.00 »
18 by 24 inches, (plain) ; finest linen mounted) . . . .
FOR PARLOR AND HALL TALKS in Colors, etc.
l / 4 life size on linen mounting and rollers. . . . . . . . 12.50 »
1~2 li~e size on be~t line~ mounting and rollers. . . . 25.00 ~
Life Size on best lmen with rollers, etc. . . . . . . . . . 50.00 »

!

l

.10 % off if N°" 9, 10 and cosmic creation and ascent of .man charts
are ordered at one time.
«NATURE'S FINER FORCES»

ERNEST J. STEVENS
M.A.; M . Sc.; Ph. D.; D. D.
A little explanation-here's a compilation of ancient and nwdern, eastern
and western information, invaluable. This chart shows the Hermetic, Egyptian, Hindu, Rosicrucian, Theosophic, Tarot, Masonic and Oecult Sciencespecial and striking centers and symbols of light, with the physical, mental,
astral, odic, human-planetary and psychic (soul) features.

CLAIRVOYANT WISDOM AND SYMBOLOGY
For the Esoteric, Practical sides of these charts
use as a reference guide - «Natures Finer Forces»
3.00 Dollars-300 pages, illustrated-5.00 Dollars
L.

THE E. J. STEVENS PUBLISHING CO.
242 Powell St. SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. U. S. A

OUR DUCTLESS GLANDS
The world's greatest gland chart lessons
The following is a brief description of Chart Series 16 which
contains Anatomical, Mental, Cerebro-Spinal, Creative, Astronomical, Physical, Astral, Cosmic, Electro-Magnetic and color aspects.
In compliance with urgent requests by the healing and educational fraternities, this ma~ terpiece creation was co-operatively executed by Ernest J.
Stevens, M. Sc., Ph. D., who was christened· by _Luther Burbank,-«tbe
Burbank of the Human Plant». Dr. Stevens is a life honorary member of the
P an'-Amer. Med. Ass 'n., an active member of th e American Association for
the Ad van cement of Science and varied Scientific occult and metaphysical
associations, an author of several scientific works, also an artist and international' lecturer.
1. GLANDS, THEIR COLORS AND BASIC URGES
,I
2. GLANDS, THEIR USES AND FUNCTIONS
3. HUMAN PLANET (BODY) AND PLANETARY METALS
4. PREDOMINATING COLORS IN GLANDS AND PLANETS
5. SEVEN GREAT NERVE CENTERS («CHAKRAS»)
6. SEVEN GLAND DYNAMOS AND LOTUS SEALS
7. SEVEN GLAND ELECTRO'-MAGNETIC CONTROLLERS
With .the assistan ce of recognized experts and after years of patient research, tlus chart ha!=! bee n created and bas already been pronounced the finest
GLAND CHART ever produced. It is, in fact, an encyclopaedic creation and
all advancing students of Nature, and of progressive thought, will bail this
invaluable contribution.
'
This combined color Charts, Calendar and M'ap, comes in three sizes,
mounted on fine linen
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE
12 x 16 inches, 3.50 Dollars In Colors.... ............ . .. ... ........
5.00 Dollars
»
18 x 22 to 24 '.............. .... In Colors............. ... .... .......... 10.00
40 x 50 odd » In Colors and with Rollers ......... .... ...... .. . :. 35.00
>
There i.3 also a 9' ' x 6 1/z plate in six colors entitled «Blood · Formation,
Absorption and Circulation», including notation, gratis.
.

GASTRITIS-ASTHMA-COLDS-Etc.
All nose, throat and chest troubles (and stomach)
"Stevens Balsam Pocket Sanitarium"
For Inhaling Use
Safe and sure cure and prevention by inhalation is Nature's method.
Nature's Balsam Air Inhalations
WITT BALSAM -

THREE DOLLARS

A perf ectly natural as well as scientific «aid to nature» method in accol'd·
an ce with Na tu.re 's laws, and at infinitely less expense than having to live at
or near a «health resort built up i.n the pines or cedars».

The E. J. STEVENS Companies (Department S.)
f~2!

Powell Street, ~an Francisco! Calif. U.~.A.
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SPECIAL

OFFERS~

Psycho-Graphology
A

Study

of RAPHAEL SCHERMANN. By Bagger

A little man with a gathering of critics around
him, read «visions» from handwriting. He was
Raphael Schermann, the Vi'enna «wizard» of
Graphology, tht! science of Rcript. Publd. at 3/6
Offered, new at '1 /4, post free on approval.

The VI & VII Books of Moses,
or Moses' Magical Spirit-art. Known as the wonderful
art of the old wise Hebrews, taken from the
Mosaic Books of the Cabala and the Talmud for
the goed of mankind. Translated from the German, word for word, according to old writings.
With numerous engravings.

Offered at

4 I4

post free

Both Books sent on approval. -

Quote offer 225

FOY LES FOR
OCCULT BOOKS ·
119-125 Charing Cross Rd. LONDON. W.C. 2

--11

The ·a osicr•cian Digest
«COVERS THE WORLD»

(Formerl:y « The Mystic Triangle »)

The official International Rosicrucian Magazine of the World-wide
Rosicrucian Order
l' .,.

AMO RC
25 c. per copy

Three dollars per year

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE SUPREME COUNCIL OF AMORC

AMORC
THE ROSICRUCIAN ORDER

Rosicrucian Park -

y. s.

San Jose, Cal.
A.

I
of
Doctor of Psychology (Ps. D.)
Doctor of Metaphysics (Ms. D.)
Doctor of Divinity (D. D.)
Either by correspondence• in the quiet of your
own home, or by l'esident class work in Indianapolis. Write for further information.

College of Divine Metaphysics Inc.
Dr. William H. WOODJ_i'IN, President
Dept. Sr. Denisoll Hotel Buil'ding
Indianapolis, lnd. U. S. A.

I

THE INTERNATIONAL
NEW THOUGHT ALLIANCE
(Great Britain and Ireland Section)
The Oxford Rooms, 419, Oxford Street (1st Floor) LONDON W. I.
(Opposite Selfridge's)
Daily Lectures (Free) and Classes upon
THE PHILOSOPHY AND SCIENCE OF LIFE
Well known Speakers and Lecturers
Lecture Lists (Free) to be obtained from
The Hon. Secretary at above address.

ASTROLOGICAL

Book Plates
Symbolical
and
Astrological
designs for book plates calendars,
etc., undertaken in line or colour.
State requirements.
Astrological AdviceExoteric and Esoteric
ESME SWAINSON
Echo Villa, London Road,
Batheaston, Bath.
ENGLAND

EYE LANGUAGE
This is an easy method in one lesson, short, simple and instructive,
which enables you to converse rapidly and secretly with a partner in the
presence of others, silently and
invisibly. Telepathy? No! Simply by
looking into partner's eyes and vice
versa.
Often you may need it. Investigate
now. Money instantly refunded if
not satisfactory. Send 1.00 doiLlar
only. Each purchaser has an exclusive code for privacy.
A. HONIGMAN
Dept. A. H. Sta. E. P.O.B.
85, Montreal Can.

THE
FEDERAL INDEPENDENT
A JOURNAL OF APPLIED CHRISTIANITY
FOUNDER: Rev. A. Rivett

EDITOR: Mary Rivett, M. A

. PUBLISHED on the I st of every month-3 / - per annum
Bor.dekin House, 197 Macquarie Street, SYQNEY, N. S. W.
AUSTRALIA

C ·O URSIE IN

ESOTERIC
KABBALISM
The Institut Astrologique de Carthage announces the issuance of
the most complete and profound Correspondence Course in Kabbalism ever yet prepared.

THE HIDDEN TEACHING
Emphasis is laid upon the fact that this Course is for serious students, and while it is treated with directness and simplicity, it is not
superficial. No book at present published covers all the ground coptained in the Course.

I. THE TA.ROT
(Occult Philosophy and Higher Divination)

II. KABBALISM
(The Secret Tradition of Hebrew Lore)
These two Courses contain the gist of much Her~tic teaching, of
Occult Geometry, and of Numerology (conservatively treated). The
very nature of the subject gives it a vivid and popular appeal despite
the scholarly treatment.

48

L...ESSC>:N"S

Six Guineas or Porty Dollars
(The Tarot, only, Four Guineas, or 20 Dollars)
Each lesson is followed by a set of questions, and the answers will
be personally corrected. A certificate of the Institute is given to successful students.
Address Cheques and Mone'J) Orders to

Dr. FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER
Director: INSTITUT AsTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
CARTHAGE - TUNISIE - N. AFRICA

ASTROLOGY
THE ASTROLOGERS' QUARTERLY
ISSUED UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE
ASTROLOGICAL LODGE OF LONDON
AND DEVOTED TO THE STUDY OF
ASTROLOGY IN" ALL ITS BRANCHES
Editor: CHARLES E. 0. CARTER, B.A.
10, WooDBOROUGH Rd., LoNooN. S. W. 15
PRICE ONE SHILLING; ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 4/ 6 POST FREE

THE DIRECT VOICE
A New Maradae •uolail to the Direct Voice anil other Phaaea af PSY HIC PHENOMENA

Containing the latest news of s~ientific investigations and results in
this and foreign countries. A page devoted to news from our subscribers each month. A lecture, scientific in nature, received through the
DIRECT VOICE from those on the «spirit side » of life. These
talks are on the philosophy and natural laws governing the various
phenomena. Also articles on Clairvoyance, Clairaudience, Ectoplasm.
Materialisation, etc.
25c. Single Copy. Subscription, S2.50 per annum
Great Britain, 1s. 3d. Single Copy.
Subscripti~n. 12s. per annum,
THE SUNSHINE PU.B LISHING C O M P.A N~
225 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

•ERCURY
A Magazine of Mysticism
The Official Organ of the

Sooietas Rosicruciana in Ameriea
P.

(A. BROTHERHOOD OF CHRISTIAN EsoTERISTS)
50c. the copy; 2 Dollars per year
Editor : Dr. GEORGE WINSLOW PLUMMER
0. Box 420 Cit:y Hall Station - NEW YoRK CITY

PBYCBOLOGY
Important illustrated monthly review of practical
and applied psychology
Director and Founder : HENRY KNIGHT MILLER
Subscription abroad : Four Dollars
Subscription in the U. S. A. : Three Dollars
17 W. 60th Street - New-York City U .S.A.
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NATURE'S PATH
The Best Health Magazine
Qfficial Organ of the American
in its Domain
N aturopathic Association
It ha s Helped Thousands To A

Health and Happy Life
Yo u must read. If you want to
lead a healtbv and Useful Life
25c a Copy
3.00 Dollar a year
Valuable Premiums for new
subscribers
· Address all oTders

to DR.

BENEDICT LUST, 110 EAST
4lst STREET, NEW YORK,

N. Y.

stuou Jaturouatnu at Home
We ofl'er a Home Extension Course
in Naturopathy for all people who
want to become Health-Speciaiists,
for Nurses, Chiropract.ors a nd for
all Drugless Practitioners.
A clear, concise, and practical
course of 24 complete lessons, including Anatomy, Phy1:;iology, Pathology, Diagnosis, Specific Disorders and
their '.l:'reatment, Dietetics, Massage,
Gym na.-tics, Hydrotherapy, Cbiro[ rnctic, Osteopathy, Mental Th erapy
and Ethics of Practice.
Comes with a complete Naturopathic
Reference Library.
For 1duc:atioaai literalare and infol'lnatio• writ• to :

P~e~aratory

School of laturopathy

236 East 35th Street

! AT LAST!

A Li•k with the " Ot~er Side "
You, personally, can develop your
psychic powers, receive messages and
penetrate tbe Un kn own.
Possibly yo u ha ve alreadv tried and
rejected plancbette, never quite trusting the human hand.

THE PSYCHIC CYLINDER
is so constructed that, with never a
touch, nor a per. onal contact, it will
cauy a pointer over a chart, indicating innumerabl e answers.
It ca n be operated equ ally well in a
Circle or in solit ude, and is absolutely
«take» proof.
Fu ll instructions are given, by followin g wh ich yo u cannot fail to get results.
Complete with strong hinged chart,
post paid, 12/ 6 home, 15/ 6 abroad
(Samples of psychic in cense free with
each cylinder.)

BRAIN PILLS
Cleverness in a box !
Feed and energise your brain. The
la test product of scientific research.
2/ 9 brings this great vitaliser.
lVI. D. Room 70.11. D.
Regent St. London

Any of

these Qu11tion1 Your1 ?

make mon ey 'I Entel' business 'I What
are my t alents'/ Marry'/ If so, succes. fnl 'I Best cours e of action 'I
Best profession for child 'I What
has this year in store 'I What stage of
development have I reached 'I Consult
GABRIEL DEE. Send birth data 2/ 9
te t, 10/ 6. 2 Guineas. J<"'nller studies.
Lessons in Astrology.

GABRIEL DEE
Carlton House, Regent St.,
LONDON S. W. I.

N@W York, N. Y. -~"'""~''~~~~-'~~~~~~

PBOGBESSIVE PEOPLE

The National

consult

Astrological

SOLAR BIOLOGY
THEY MAKE A SUCCESS

Association

SO CAN YOU
This book gives shortest, most accurate
methods of how to use
YOUR OWN POWERS
to the best advantage; gives possibilities on any subject relative to human
life;
Mental, Physical
Qualifications,

etc;

and

Business.

from date of

(U.S. A.)

An organization founded in the in·
terest of educational, scientific astrology. Me~bership in the Aasociation ii
Three Dollars the year, which includes
THE JOURNAL, a quarterly magazine.
Its contributors include such authorities as Llewellyn George, Manly P.
Hall, Augusta Foss Heindel, George
J. Mc Cormack, Robert De Luce,
H. M. Le Apsley, M. D.

birth.

EDITOR
Prioe Fiv• Dollars

Literature and Magazine Free

Carvl
.. BURTON
Information of its objectives free
upon request to Executive secretary.
569 chamber of Commerce Bldg.,

on request

ESOTERIC PUBLISHING CO.

LOS ANGELES
California, U. S. A.

B.12, APPLEGATE, Calif.U.S.A.

FRATERNITY

OF

THE

INNER LIGHT

Wartlen : DION FORTUNE!:

The Fraternity of the Inner Light is a Society whose purpose it is
to pursue the study of Mysticism and Esoteric Science and to develop
their practice. Its ideals are Christian and its methods are Western. It
maintains a Lecture Centre and Library in London, and a hostel at
the Chalice Orchard Club, Glastonbury, open from Whitsuntide till
Michaelmas. No fixed charge is made for admission to the lecture and
study groups, all contributions towards expenses being voluntary, in
accordance with esoteric tradition.
The Community House, 3, Queensborough Terrace, Bayswater,
London W. 2. England
Syllabus on application.
·«THE INNER LIGHT» Edited by Dion Fortune. A monthly
magazine devoted to Esoteric Christianity, Occult Science, and the
Psychology of Super-consciousness. Price 6d. Post free, 6/6 per
aJlll~. Specimen copy sent free.

The America• Institute of Grapho-Analy1i1

Know Yourself and Your Friends
I've written a little booklet that tells about Grapho-Analysis, and
gives 16 rules that you can use in analyzing the writing of your friends
It gives REAL INFORMATION as well as a load of fun, telling
you things about your friends. Send only 25c for your copy. to

Amer1cami lnstit1te of Grapho lnailysls
e

Reliance Bldg. -

Kansas City, Mo, V. S. A.

ASTROLOGY Heann

ESTABLISHED : 394
ELMER LEE, M. D.
EDITOR

Health Magazine
One Dollar per Year
'T'::E'I :E

'T'C> ~ c:::: ::E'I

-:

726 Nelson St.
VANCOUVER, B. C.

T~E

JRagaztne

Journal 1f Practical Hygieae

contains the solution to
EVERY PROBLEM
Send Twenty Cents for
THE TORCH
Canada's Astrological and

:-

ounnre

HAROLD WELLS TURNER
PUBLISHER
«133 Broadway, NEW YORK OITY

AUBREY MESSAGES

A new book of experiences, of passing from this .world to the other
side thru what men call DEATH, where all must go.
READ THIS BOOK AND KNOW

Not since the days when spirits came to earth and walked and talked with men (on sunken Atlantis) has there been revealed such an
array of experiences of the life «over there», and the feeling of what
we term «death» as in this wonderful book «The Aubrey Messages»
ju.st out.
Aubrey Peacock, a high psychic, got a message thr~ to his mother,
Ida Eckert-Lawrence, poet, in three days after passing, and their
«secret compact», arranged before he went over, in a month.
I I:>.A.

~ C:::: :I--s::~~ ' I '

- L....A."W~~ :N" C:::: ~

Ask your Bookseller for «THE AUBREY MESSAGES»,
2.00 Dollars, or send to Author, 1566 N. Gordon Street, Hollywood
California.

TBE BOUSE 01' RIDER
(Publishers of the Occult RevleUJ. 6 / - _- .nonthly>

The Story of Psychic Science

Illustrated

(Psychical Research)

24/-

Here ward Carrington

net

Psychic Self-Defence

7 / 6rJ

Dion Fortune

r.el
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litfltcf ions
HATEVER exists has a reason for its existence. Else
it could not exist. This phrase contains certain eleme11ts
of truth which go far deeper than surface indications
would warrant. It justifies every study of every subject,
upon the single condition that this stud:y has intention tu
,Jiscover a fundamental reason.
Life is possible because We accept existing things as
existing; because we assume that they have not only a certain reaso11
but also a certain reasonableness.We know ihat what we do ourselves
has a goal, instinctively we assume that Nature also has a goal; we
seek to do well, intuitively we know that the forces which guide the
Universe also seek to do well. We do not dignify this instinct and this
intuition with the name of «philosophy», yet it is such-and it is one
of the best!
There is always a certain danger in any esoteric or occult study
than we 'may be so eager to find deep meanings that we forget the
simple ones. More than one botanist has for gotten how to rejoice in
the simple beaut]) of a flower, for to him it has become only a Latin
name classified under another Latin name; the scholar who writes
learnedly on «The Philosophy of Joy » may be irritated by a child's
laughter. We must preserve our ability to enjoy the flower and to
respond to the child's laugh if we would really find the deeper note;
otherwise we shall find that the bottom of an empty pot is just as
/io(low as th~ top.
_ ___ _
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No thing exists, however small, wbich is not a window up~n the
entire Universe. It is for this reason that no one tea~hing can ever tell
the whole truth, and that no one teaching can ever be entirely at fa ult..
It would puzzle Satan himself (admitting the spirit of evil to exist, for
the moment, in traditional form) to tell a complete lie which did not
contain a single factor of truth, or to do a deed from which it was
certain that no good could ever come. It would be impossible for the
Sublimest Teacher full:y to tell the whole truth, since misunderstanding and miscomprehension would result to engender evil.
The famous phrase of Abraham Lincoln, often repeated, has much
point here : «There is so much good in the worst of us, and so much
bad in the best of us, that it doesn't become any of us to criticise the
rest of us». Occult study, philosophic study, and religious study have
a certain tendency to beget criticism. The student is too apt to analyse
differences and not to synthetize essentials. «Th e letter killeth, but
the spirit giveth life». The real point, of course, is to carry the essential of the spirit into the study of the letter.
Heresy is just as rampant as ever. Let us hope so. For wherever
two men think ditferentl:y on any subject, each is a heretic to the other,
and it is when differences exist that men will take the trouble to think
beneath the surface. In tellectual foes are a boon to a man, and unhappy is the plight of him who finds no opponent. Wherefore when
two schools of occultism differ, the fool says «They don't either of
them know anything for certain !», but the wise man says: «What
can I learn from both?»
One of the great secrets of Occult T caching is that of independence, and, for this reason, a Teach er who tries to use his own power
to over-influence his followers is on the wrong path. He may persuade
himself that he is doing it to spread Truth; he isn't, he is only delaying
the spiritual development of those who come under his spell. Occult
T caching is to awaken men, not to put them to sleep. For this reason,
one of the chief labours of the occult teacher is to build up the per·
ceptive independence of his pupil; one of the chief labours of the
student is to develop his own powers so that what he hears becomes
his own by the right of test, since he has accepted what befits him,
and rejected the rest. Making disciples is child's play·, making fellowoccultists is not.
Each of us has some peculiaritJJ, some preference, some taste. Each
of these is also a window upon the Universe. Every person holds
closely to some little thing. In that little thing-whatever it be-the
µ>hole Cosmos is held. To use a very old analogy: «The Lord was
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not in the whirlwind, but in the Still, Small Voice ». Men have been
brought in touch with the Infinite as often b}) means of the microscope as by the telescope, and a mother's anxiety over a baby's cries
is worth a good deal more to her real self than anxiety over her success before a woman's club. It is not so important to widen one's
sp here, as to deepen it, and the first element in deepening it is to find
out the reason of its existence. It matters very little whether this reason
translates itself into a «First Ca use», a «Supreme Force», a «Source
Perpetual», an «Eternal Magnetism », a «Personal Divinity», or
«God», so long as the soul fin ds harb our somewhere. But until the
student becomes convinced that things do exist; and that there is a
reason for them, h.e will not go ver.r. fa r. In the scoffing Nineteenth
Century there was a so-called problem: «Given the Universe, to find
God». The real problem is a much more difficult one: «Given the
Universe, not to find God.»
1

In publishing a short article translated from Mondo Occulto of
Naples, we desire to take the ofJportunity of pointing out the value of
this esoteric Italian bi-monthly. Almost invariably the articles are
solid, thoughtful .and helpful to the student. In the general awakening
of Modern Italy it is important to note that both psychic and occult
research have found an honoured place .

•••
The question of amulets and talismans, long quiescent, comes ever
more and more to the fore. It may be of interest to readers to know
that Toscanini, probably the best qryown orchestral conductor of the
world, is a firm believer in amulets and wears ona such, having the
traditional pentacle upon one side, and which was prepared for him
under the strictest astrological and magical conditions. Toscanini is a
strong believer in Spiritism and is a member of a circle in Milan, being .
himself a student of some degree of advancement .

•••
We are asked to announce that a «World-Circle of Radio-Harmony» has been established to coordinate the emission of thoughts all
over the world, at a given time daily, for such word-movements as
peace, harmony and spiritual development. The purpose is lo establish
a continuous telepathic wave encircling the Earth. Those who are

--=.:::====::--i!
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interested may write to Prof. T. V. Severa, Caselle Postale 119,
Rome.

.•.

The announcement is made from Abyssinia that a «perpetual
has been found burning in a cave in the foot-hills of the Sim en
Mountains, that it is $till burning, and is connected with a fissure of
the rock up which seeps a steady flow of natural gas. The inscriptions
in the cave are Pre-Christian and refer to a cult of Ar't (Ra?) con·
ceming which nothing is known .
lamp~

•••

The daily press in London has drawn attention to the rather unusual case of a woman whose rriere presence in a room stops every
watch or clock. She is employed as charwoman by a doctor, and the
only clocq which is unaffected by her presence is an old «grandfather's clocq~ in the hall. The case will be investigated psJ)chically to
determine ·if the emanations which act upon the mechanism of the
timepieces are chemical or physical.

·§ulfillth J?rthictions
It is truly amazing, at times, how fully events justify the predictions
which may be made by Astrology. Thus on page 91 of THE SEER
occurred the fallowing prediction: England. - U ranus is culminating in Aries and in the House of Religion and Learning. There is
likelihood of some complicated legal question, not to be settled suddenly, but involving a constitutional matter. The recent encyclical
letter of the Archishop of Canterbury in which birth contrt>l, sex education, and evolution are admitted b:Y the Church as the result of the
Lambeth Conference is admittedly the most drastic step taken by the
Church of England for several centuries. But the pacifist resolution
which was passed by the conference al the same time is even a more
dangerous one, for the Church provides prayers «for victory in time
of war» and the non-pacifists will protest the decision of the Lambeth
Conference as a veiled attack on the Empire.
On page 140 the announcement was made: Earthquake and tidal
wave menace on the southern shores of the Caribbean Sea This may
spread to the West Indies. In this case, the event came earlier than
the prediction suggested. On Sept. 5 a terrible cyclone and tidal wave
ravaged the island of St. Domingo, in the Caribbean Sea, with a
~eath list of 4,000 persons, and the West Indies also suffered.
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On page 91 occurred the following prediction: Germany. - Re·
newal of demand for the abolition of the Dantzig Corridor. Troubles
with Poland probable. This was announced for the period beginning
the 24th. August. On Aug. 27, Herr Gottfried Treviranus, German
Minister of the Occupied Regions, declared «the Dantzig corridor
must be reconquered, and that before long!» His speech gained him
votes in the elections, but has given rise to official protestations both
in Poland and in France. The Kurjer Poznowski under date of
11th. September, announced the decision of the Polish Cabinet to.
fortify the frontier of the Corridor, and, it is understood, with the
aid of France. In the discussion, Italy sides with German]} against
Poland.
On page 92 occured two predictions which have a curious relation
to each other in the light of after-events. They are as follows: JugoSlavia. - Expose of Italian propaganda trying to foment trouble
between the Croats and the Serbs. And on page 91. - Italy. -The
tension between Fascism and anti-Fascism is likely to become stron·
ger. On Sept. 6, the Italian Fascist Government executed four Slo ..
venians on the grounds of anti.-F ascism, a political crime, and hence
execution was regarded as very summary proceedings. Being Slovenes, this execution has aroused the most violent animosity in CzechoSlovakia, on Sept 12 the Italian embassy at Prague was stoned and
t'he Czech Press is a unit in urging a closer alliance with Jugo-Slavia
to offset «Fascist arrogance». ·
In the last two numbers of THE SEER, predictions were made
concerning hostilities in the Moslem world, and already many troubles
have been noted. Under date-line of Sept. 14, the announcement was
made of violent conflicts between the Turks and the Kurds.
Also on page 91 occurred the prediction : this lunation will be
marked by some striking development in financial circles, probably a
new banking combine. Under date-line of Sept. 8, right in the middle
of the lunation, therefore, the announcement was made of the for•
mation of an international banking combine of two Dutch banks, a
Swiss bank and three German banks for the purchase of German debentures. The bank will issue its own debentures in France. Under,
dateline of Sept. 9, another international combine of banks in six dif·
ferent countries was announced to form a <<European investmenl
trust».
Other fulfilled predictions are omitted for lac/e of sp_qce.
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ij!lJe 9ong of tlJt @:melnc ltmcl.s
J. CALDWELL-JOHNSTON
Prom «The Boo k of th• Beloved>>. by perm !salon

These be the gifts of the Master:
In. darkness, Light;
In sorrow, Joy;
In turmoil, Peace;
In hatred, Love;
In weakness, Strength;
In labour, Rest;
In perplexities, Insight;
In happiness, Compassion ;
In dangers, Laughter;

In failure, Wisdom;
In exile, Sweetness;
In weariness, Delights.
These be the gifts of the Master,
These be His precious gifts.

In the Name of the Master:
Take them, have them, keep them.
Peace be with you, Brother.
In the Name of the Master-Peace!

$nnourablc Qll.entcnt.s for ®ctobtr .. noutmbtt
NOTE. - For indications prior to October 21, see the September issue of
THE SEER.

HE ZODIACAL SIGN OF SCORPIO. - For all
persons born between Oct. 22 and Nov. 21 : Scorpio is the
8th. sign; fixed or stable; of the Water triplicity; ruled by
Mars (nocturnal throne) ; outer character-ardour with secrecy; inner character-attachment; in Medical Astrology rules the
pelvis of the kidney, the bladder and the genital organs; maladiesgravel, genital troubles and venereal disease; favourable colourred; favourabl e gems-garnet, tiger's eye, and carbuncle; favourable
number -4.

1r

Favourable Days and Hours. -- According to Lunar and planetary aspects the most favourable days will be : Oct. 22nd. all day;
23rd. morn.; 25th. after.; 26th., all day ; 28 th. morn.; 29th. after.;
31st. after.; Nov. 1st. all day; 3rd. morn.; 5th. all day; 6th. mom.;
7th. morn.; 8th. after.; 11th. all day; 12th. after.; 14th. after.;
15th. morn.; 16th. morn.; 18th. all day; 20 th. all day; 21st. all day.
Unfavourable Days and Hours. - According to Lunar and pla·
netary aspects, the most unfavourable days will be: Oct. 23rd. after.;
27th. all day; 28th. after.; 29th. morn.; 30th. all day; Nov. 2nd.
all day; 3rd. after.; 4th. all day; 6th. after.; 7th. after.; 8th. mom.;
14th. morn.; I 6th. after.; 17th. all day; 19th. morn. Days not noted
are neutral or doubtful.
Medico-Herbal Suggestion. - Scorpio rules the lymphatico-sanguine temperament, and is classed as hot and dry. It used to be known
to the ancients as the «the month of the inner heat» and a check
upon natural ardour was advised. Stimulants should be reduced in
quantity. The most favourable infusions or teas are as follows: Oct.
22 to O ct. 30- pomegraMte juice or sweet cider, to which has been
added a little water from a glass wherein a rusty nail has been kept;
from Nov. 1 to Nov. 10-an infusion of strawherry root and salsaparilla bark, in the proportion of one-third and two thirds; from
Nov. 11 to Nov. 21-ginger tea with one lavender leaf therein.

\
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Born at Konnersreuth, Austria, April 9, 1898, I 2. I 5 a. m.
(after midnight)
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!)oroscopc of tlJt
THERESE NEUMANN -

Jtlont~

The Living Mystery

. (Extraordinary sensitive, in whom a number of di:fferent psychic ~ts ·have
appeared, 11.Ud also undesired phenomena. For full account, see the last issue
of THE SEER).
.

In considering the horoscope of a case like TM1'ese Neumann of Konnersreuth, the first question that presents itself ili whether the phenomena are
g·enuine, or, to put the matter in astrological terms, whether there is anything in the Natal Horoscope which shows ::. tendency to psychic gifts or aberrations. Secondly, whether t<here is anything· in the Progressed Horoscope for
the year in which the phenomena fil'st appeared, to show that such should be
expected. Both questions may be here answered in the affirmative: the Nata.I
Horoscope does show some very s triking· featurC:.-;, and if Symbo lic Directions
be applied, a very remarkable set of a8 pects com es to light. The case, then,
is not only interesting· in its elucidati on of the psychic mystery, but it also
gives an example of the value of Sy mbolic Di..rec:t ions.
A word or two on the Natal Horoscope, first. The question before us is a
psychic one; it bas mu ch to do with strange stat .; of health (the appearance
of the stigmata of Christ on the body etc.) and also with religious ecstasies
(regresiive memol'y to t he times of the cruci.fuion of which Therese Neumann
speaks as an eye-witness). We should e:xpect, then, to tlnd an aecentuation in
Neptune, as the planet of mysticism and in the Sun, as the luminary of the
Inner Self. The expectation is justified. Neptune, still in the House of Illn11ss, is in .d irect opposition with the Ascendant. The Sun, near the Nadir, is
in dhect opposition with the Mid-Heaven. The fonr angles of the horoscope
are in a stat;Q of violent stress. The native 's extraordinary psychic state has
cntainly some relation to an accident to the spine, in the year of birth, when
Mars, planet of accidents, was in the sign of Pisces ruled by Neptune, planet
of mysticism, and was in dangerous and approaching square to Neptune itself.
It was also in square with Saturn, the other malefic, in the House of Invalidism (House XII) and to caip the whole affair, Sa turn, in that House, and
Neptune in the House of Illness were ·also in opposition. Incapacitation, with
some psychic element involved, would be the findi11 g of every astrologer on a
consideration of the Natal chart alone.
The second question involved is certainly that of the development in 1926
of the stigmata of Christ, upon tlie native, in tlie palms of the hands, the
insteps of the feet, the side, and even thorn-scratches on the forehead, the
first appearing on April 2nd, 1926, the thorn-marks, a few weeks later. The
progTessed horoscope, viewed from the point of view of Secondary Directions,
has little of importance, but if Symbolic Directions be used, t,he indications
are amazing.
The system of Symbolic Directions which proves to be the most eft'ectiv11
in this case is Frankland's 4/7th of a degree. Measure or the Naronic 3/5th
Measure, which come very closely to the same thing. Using the 4/7th Measure,
and dealing in round figures for the sake of the reader, we may add 16° to all
the planets 1and the angles of the horoscope, and this gives a tong list of important directions pointing directly to the appearance of the stigmata, All
the angles of the horoscope, and every planet is involved, as follows: Ascendant square Mars pro., Ase. quincunx Venus pro.; Ase. trine Mercury, pro.;
Midheaven, quincunx, Mars pro.; Sun semi-sextile Venus pro.; Sun, semitextile Mars. pro.; Moon conj. U11anus rad.; Mercury, opposition, Moon,
pro.; Venus opp. Moon racl.; Venus opp-Moon rad.; Mars opp. Jupiter pro.;
Jupiter conj, Mlid-Heaven rad.; Uranus conj. Ase. rad.; Neptune, semisextile
Venus pro. amd Neptune, square. Mars pro.
In 1this list are clearly !let forth the factors of mysterious states of health
and :psychic disturbances. Only the extraordinary fast does not appear upon
the list of astrological indicatioµs .
:.
.-· ·--·· ··----~
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ESME SWAINSON
STROLOGY in its deepest sense contains the Mysteries
of the Universe, the key to an understanding of the nature
of a'll substances. Alchemy also is a true science, whether
dealing with the transmutation of physical matter by thf;!
understanding of their spiritual nature, or whether dealing with the
transmutations of the grosser elements in man hi~elf. These two
sciences are inter-related and there is a planetary rulership to be discerned behind both; so that both for 'astrological and alchemical
work, there is a requisite planetary hour especially favourable for
every process.
Very little is understood at the present time about the nature of the
forces which represent minerals or plants; there are evolutionary
reasons why this should be so. It is true that Paracelsus, Charubel,
Echartshausen, Culpeper and others have compiled a tentative herbarium of planetary influences, considering them chiefly from the
point of view of medicinal remedies.
Yet, while it seems probable that the lists are generally correct,
there does not seem to be any definite astrological plan behind them,
though certainly there must be some correspondence with astrology
which may be tabulated.
,
I have not had time to go far into such a theory, but I cull from my
note-book some suggestions with especial reference to colour and to
flowers, for I have a big garden, and flowers seem to love me as I
love them.
When we first consider the colours of flowers, or for that matter,
colours in themselves, we are on thin ice.
Old traditions and occult knowledge have given us definite ideas
about the rays or planetary colors, including the primary and second~ry colours Qf the spectrum, bµt even these have their exoteric and
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esoteric side; still for consideration of form, the exoteric is most im·
portant, since it deals with the physical plane. ·
Alan Leo classified the planetary colors as follows: Jupiter, Blue;
Mars, Red; Moon, Violet; Saturn, Green; Venus, Indigo; and the
Sun, Orange; but a «later» tabulation is to be found in his dictionary
of astrology.
With the exception of indigo-the Ven us color, we have a clear
idea of what is meant. The Venus color, as I believe, is not translat·
able into any known material, though its physical expression tends to
the surface sheen of copper as it is to be found in indigo paint. The
nearest colour in Nature is to be seen in deep seas near the equator. It
is something like the «blue rose» and, truth to tell, evolution has not
yet reached tthe level at which it can be expressed physically.
When we come to consider the Zodiacal colors, quite apart from
any planetary rulership thereof or any planet therein, there is very
little which one can consider as definite. It will be generally agreed
that each sign of the Zodiac has an influence of its own, which means
a certain rate of vibration susceptible of translation either into sound
or colour; and moreover there is little doubt that each degree of the
Zodiac has its distinct influence. This, however, is highly complex
and would require a very highly developed colour sense in order to
be able to distinguish each one as well as a special occult training.
In order to define more accurately the Zodiac colors, I believe that
it would be nec'essary to allow for the three decanates, which will
make three colour divisions to each sign, and of course the shades
and hues of the zodiacal colors must be accurately determined. For
example the Red of Aries cannot be the Red of Scorpio; nor should
the Yellow of Gemini be confused with the Yellow of Virgo.
I have not tested out all the Zodiac colours, for it needs much time,
and in order to be certain of one's conclusions, the assistance of a
skilled clairvoyant is needed, or, as Sutcliffe puts it in his recent book,
the gift of Monochromatic Sight.
I append my own list with question marks against those colours of
which I am not sure. It may be a help to others who are working
along the same line.
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer

Poppy Red
Madonna Blue?
Daffodil Yellow
Iridiscent colour like a shell but rose pink preda.

minating.
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Leo

Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces

THE SE.ER

Yellow. Metallic gold.an effect like cloth of gold;
in other materials shot gold-rod?
materials shot gold-red?
Corn Yellow
Deep sea blue.
Rose red-a touch of purple in it; perhaps clear
magenta is a better description.
Royal Blue.
Bottle Green.
Green shot blue-probably no corresponding mat·
erial colour yet?
Mauve-iridiscent again like Cancer.

The above list represents the whole sign. The three modifications
are sub-tones, though, so far as the eye is concerned, they take quite a
different colour. In the same way, if the note or chord characteristic
of this sign be heard, the variations are sub-tones or harmonies.
The ugly or dirty colours are super-positions due to men's thoughts
and do not exist in the ~atural spectrum, just as ·some of the occult
teachings affirm that certain unpleasant insects are said thus to have
originated. Incidentally, it is a mistake to use these dull or ugly colors.
since they tend to materialize any inharmonious vibrations which
exist in the aura of the individual. We must remember also that the
majority of people as yet vibrate more to Mars and Saturn than to the
other planets, which, in terms of colours, mean red and green rays.
Let us examine as examples the sub-divisions of the two red signs
-Aries and Scorpio.
Jst. Dec. Aries-Aries-Poppy Red.
2nd. Dec. Aries-Leo. - Combined with the Leo color, this will
result in a flame color, very brilliant.
3rd. Dec. Aries-Sagittarius. - Combined with the Sagittarius
blue--1 have no exact visualization
of this color.
st. Dec. Scorpio.-Scorpio. - The Pure Scorpio red. This is
the deep rose red. The color of a red
peony in the lighter shades.
2nd. Dec. Scorpio. - Pisces. This purple red, pansy colour,
though tending more to the red side.
2nd. Dec. Scorpio.-Pisces. - This is purple red, pansy colour,
3rd. Dec. Sco~io.-Cancer. - I do not quite know how to des·
,
eribe this-a deep pinky mauve t
-- ~
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As far as Europe is concerned, purple of a peculiar shade nas been
associated with death, and it is appropriate for Scorpio and the 8tli
house. The passional experiences of Scorpio are depicted in a very
curious purplish red, seen by some flowers. the majority of which are
poisonous to man and beast, and these blooms are often associated
with a curious smell, almost like that of decaying matter. One might
call it the smell of transition or transmutation of a material from on~
plane to another.
It is not easy to dissociate the planetary colours from the sign co•
lours. Thus, since the Moon has been connected with violet it may be
disputed that Cancer has the pink under~current. It is the Mother sign,
however, and does radiate a beautiful pink. Likewise it will be found
that a number of persons with Cancer on their ascendant, have a great
predileetion for pink.

•**
I have made some notes, also, concerning the astrological relations
of plants.
Paracelsus, the great astrologer and alchemist, knew more about
the inner meanings and powers of plants than anyone since the days
of the Egyptians, though of course, his herbarium was very different
from that which was collated from the Valley of the Nile. He affirmed that w'ith inner vision it was possible to see the vibrations of plants
and correspondences. Each plant has its «Signatium» and, failing
spiritual sight, this may also be found by careful observation, as the
out,er form also bears the signatium. The method is a wise one; inspirational suggestion may be tested by scientific methods.
There are many puzzles-here is one : Take a series of gardens
close together, the subsoil and situation the same, yet there is a different influen~e in each, a definite astrological influence that persists.
Does the day that the garden is started fix the rising sign, or does ~t
depend on the g~rdener who planned the garden?
My garden is a Scorpio garden with a strong Venus elementthe red and mage~ta flowers flourish like weeds, and I have a Scorpio
Ascendant, but I did not start or plan it. It was this which started me
.investigating the rulership 'Of Lilies.
Some lists give the different varieties of Lilies under different planets-White lilies, under Venus, Water Lilies under the Moon, and
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Lilies of the Valley under Mercury. I have not attempted to class
every type of Lily, only some of the best known, but as a species, they
must have a ruling planet, as a plant, the rising sign must be the major
influence for the form; in fact, probably each plant has a horoscope.

If we take lilies as a species, they seem generally to be under the
influence of Venus, and the varieties have been classified by me as
follows: Tiger Lilies, Aries; Water Lilies and Lotus, Cancer; Turks
Caps, Leo; Madonna Longiflorum (Easter Lily), Virgo; Lilia Auratum, Libra; Arums, Scorpio; Lily of the Valley, Pisces.
Madonna Lilies have been used for the festivals of the Virgin for
centuries and are considered the emblems of Purity,-one of the
qualities of Virgo as symbolic of the sign Virgo. The Virgin also is
often depicted bearing lilies instead of a sheaf of wheat.
T urkscaps are particularly regal.
Water lilies are undoubtedly Cancer, the birth of the marvellous
white flower from the mud and water being typical of the inner meaning of Cancer.
The Arums are an interesting group and come under Scorpio, these
are particularly poisonous and the Snake or Black Lily is an extraordinary flower-of ordinary arum form, save for the leaves which are
divided and sometimes variegated, the spathe is a deep purple red, 1.
true Scorpio colour, with a metallic lustre, the centre spike is as if
made of purple-indigo bronze metal. They have beautifully spotted
stems, green on white, Venusian in beauty-but a Scorpion smell.
To account for the sub-varieties, say in the Arums, it may ! ie necessary, to add other planetary influences to the list, as follows:-·
The Arums-Ascendant: Scorpio. The White Arum may be the
Moon and Venus; the Snake Lily has a Venus influence; the Yellow
Arum combines the forces of Mercury and Venus, and the Wild
Arum shows the relationships of Saturn and Mars.
One of the Arums is a herbal remedy for whooping cough, laryn~
gitis and tonsilitis-Taurus and Scorpio complaints. Another Scorpio
Plant is the Horehound (Merrubium Vulgari) and has the typical
colour and smell.
I think it is probable that the rose is the flower of our planet-as
fire is the element of our chain and our way to perfection; as a chain
leads through sacrifice and true Devotion, so the Red Rose is our
symbol, and, therefore, by correspondence comes under Mars.
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DION FORTUNE
ONCEIVE of the Rays as laid out upon the curve of
involution and evolution, with the Green Ray at the nadir.
Then remember, that viewed from another angle, the
curve of involution and evolution are but the two sides of a
spiral, so that Rays can be met with on the lower and higher arcs.
Think of the Rays as successive beams of light shining out as the
Logoidal Consciousness turns upon itself, and you will conceive them
as successive manifestations. So you get the three primary and four
secondary Rays.
You will find the clue to the Rays ·in looking upon them as touch~
ing manifestation in an arc, not in a straight line; and if you look at
this arc with the Green Ray in its centre, you will see that the Red
Ray of personal power is on the involutionary side and corresponds
with the Purple Ray of personal meekness, compassion, humility and
spiritual power. The magician is balanced by the devotional mystic,
the Orange Ray balances the Indigo Ray, the Yellow Ray balances
the Blue Ray and in the Green Ray the involutionary and evolution~
ary aspects meet.
The Red end of the spectrum concerns the development of the
individuality, and the Purple end of the spectrum is concerned with
the development of group minds, and in the Green Ray of beauty is
found the connecting link.
In the Red Ray you get strength of image - strength of desire.
In the Orange Ray you get strength of will.
The Yellow Ray is the Ray of Wisdom - of power through
knowledge.
The Green Ray is the Ray of Beauty, and the lower love. We
call it the Celtic Ray in the British Isles. But it is also the Ray of An~
cient Greece, wherein it was brought to a higher degree of perfection
than was ever achieved in the Northern Isles, for it is a Ray that

~
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needs sun for its higher aspects and is apt to touch the lower aspects

in the absence of sun.
The Blue Ray is the Hermetic Ray, with its roots in Egypt and
Chaldea. It is the Ray of the concrete mind - the magician's Ray.
The Indigo Ray is the Gnosti~ Ray - the Ray of the abstract
mind and philosophy and science.
The Purple R ay is the Ray of devotion- the Ray of healingthe Ray of the Master Jesus. Thus may you reckon the Rays.
They have again their correspondence with the planets and with
the planes, and with the bodies of man, with the elements and with
the points of the.compass, and with the aspects of the Logoidal nature.
The three primaries with the higher, and the four secondaries with
the lower.
Each Ray, moreover, has it.5 cusp wherein the influence of the
neighbouring Rays m,ake themselves apparent, and you have to
reckon with this in all Ray working.and without it a Ray is incomplete
and isolated.
.
The Green Ray has its affinities with both East and West. On the
Green Ray you touch the wisdom of the E ast as well as the wisdom
of the West; and each ray has to have its completion in two other
Rays, because man is a triangle, and each side of his nature--emotional, mental and spiritual-has to find its s - tisfaction and its Initiation
and must seek it on the Ray under which the body corresponding to
the plane was evolved.
Therefore you must balance the Rays in your training, and you
will find in each tradition the elements which connect it with all the
other traditions.
On the Green Ray- the Celtic nature R ay-you will find the
connection with the Purple Ray through the Celtic Saints, such as
St. Bride, St. Columba and many others. Y ou will find the link with
the Hermetic tradition, also, through the Mage Merlin, who is very
important, and is the Master of the Celtic Ray in these islands. You
will find the link with the Eastern tradition through the .fire worship.
which links it on to the tradition of Z oroaster.
In the Hermetic tradition you will find the link with Christian aspects through the Rose and the Cross, and with the Celtic aspect
through Merlin again.
On the Gnostic tradition you will find the link with Christianity
through the speculations of symbolism and with the Hermetic tradition
through the higher science and philosophy.
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On the Christian Ray you will find the link with the Celtic tradition through the Grail legends and the Arthurian cycle; and with
the Hermetic tradit.ion through the Mysteries.
~~--~~~~~-.---~~~~~~- -,
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So you may trace out the links between every tradition and every
other tradition, and every school has the points of contact from the
other Rays carried into it and all are thereby linked up and made
into a whole, and you work your way through the symbols and the
links from one tr~dition to another and thereby effect a synthesis.
In the Divine Nature, all qualities are to be found in perfect synthesis, but liuman nature has to develop them one by one.
Every Soul in its Divine aspect contains all the Rays but in human
incarnation one Ray is its keynote, on it the others are built. It is this
that makes people instinctively feel that they belong to one or the other
Ray. It is also a common error to conclude that a «mystic» and an
«occultist» must necessarily be «On» different Rays, whereas it is
more likely to be ~ question of different combinations of Ray proportions in the individual, for the goal is the same, although their
Paths may vary.
Confusion frequently occurs between the Lesser and the Greater
Rays. Those that we are considering are the Lesser Rays. The Greater Rays, of which there are 12, relate to the· Cosmos and are known
to us a~ th~ 12 houses 9f the Zo9iac.
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The Lesser Rays which relate to the universe and the planets are
known by the colours of the spectrum, but in addition to the 7 known
to us there are three Secret Rays, one of which has passed out of manifestation and two not yet come into function. These Rays also correlate with the Tree of Life-the I 0 Sephiroth of the Qabalah.
Let us now endeavour to trace briefly some further correlations and
correspondences which these Rays represent.
The First Ray, we are told, developed under those great Archetypal Forces known as the «Lords of Flame» first emanation of the
Great Solar Logos when engaged on the evolution of His Universe .
These great forces of dark heat are represented to us as the Red Ray,
the first primary colour, and produced those archetypal moulds upon
which all form is built.
Closely connected with these are those second emanations of the
Logos known as the (j;Lords of Form» who, amongst other things.are
engaged in the solidification of the dense physical body and providing
a vehicle in which the (j;Monad» on its journey from the Divine to
dense matter, can function as a human being. These we may imagine
as being on the Orange Ray, the mixture of Red and Yellow blend
of Spiritual Archetypal Forces and of Mind; remembering that Mind
in this sense represents «Form», for Mind works through thoughtforms.
In the third Logoidal out-pouring we have those great <Lords of
Wisdom» who galvanised and infused life into the forms evolved by
their predecessors, through the etheric double. This is the reystery of
Personality wherein the Mind takes possession of the vehicie. This
we can image as the Yellow Ray, the second primary colour being
often associated with mind on this arc of involution, as is also the
third primary colour Blue associated with mind on the arc of evolution.
The Green Ray, the blend of Yell ow and Blue, represents the
Elemental and Nature Forces which gave to man his instincts, and
developed in him those primitive forces which made him conscious of
the possession of life. These, it is said, were worked out in the Lemurian Race through the operation of the forces of the Lower Astral
plane.
As the consciousness of man became more and more immersed in
the physical senses, and his personality became more individualised,
so his spiritual consciousness became correspondingly dimmed. A
~ertain contraction and coldness then appeared which showed itself
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as the Blue Ray, which is associated with the Atlantean Race. It was
during this phase of evolution that great Initiates appeared and under~
took the training of humanity which led gradually to the develop~
ment of the consciousness of the higher emotions and aspirations which
operate through the forces of the Upper Astral plane.
Man, however, for the most part will long be plunged in the depths
of matter before the upward arc of evolution lifts him again into those
high spiritual realms from which he came. Hence we get the dark
ages of the Aryan Race- the K ali-Yuga represented as the Indigo
Ray-the colour of the night sky before the dawn. It is in these conditions that the personality gains strength and individualisation, and
the concrete mind develops its power,
The Great Ones who guide evolution towards the exalted state
of consciousness to which tb ::y have at~a ined are ever on the watch
for those advanced souls in incarnaticn who are developing the qualities of the Abstract Mind, many there are now who are consciously
bringing the gulf between the personality and the Higher Self and
are being gathered into what is known as the Purple Ray-that blend
of the spiritual forces brought into manifestation by the Lords of
Flame and balanced by the Blue Ray of the personality through the
consciousness of the concrete mind. Here we may look for the gradual
development of the sixth Race. In this connection, it may be recalled
that a purple robe was placed on the Master Jesus symbolising His
spiritual powers and that His Mother is usually depicted as wearing
a blue robe, symbolising the exaltation of matter.
As the ever conquering sun dispels the shadow of the night so with
the development of the 7th Race will evolve the full synthesis of the
controlled emotions, mental illumination, and spiritual realisation
which will lead us on to the at-one-ment with the Logoidal consciousness, and the close of the cycle of evolution.

(Reprinted, by special and restricted permission, from «The Inner
Light», published monthly by the Fraternity of the Inner Light Publishing Society, Bayswater, London).

Modern psychology asserts that there is no idea which does not
bring about a corresponding change in the body; that consciousness
produces action. Desires, emotions, pleasures, sorrows are all mental
things, but they rule the physical body. In the same manner, by the
determination of the nature of our ideas we can influence the development of the body.
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(NOTE. - This is part of an unpublished manuscript left by «Aubrey
Peacock » whose after-death communication, known as the <o:Aubrey Messages », are reviewed on another page.)

E HAVE often wondered why there is so much serpent
'
symbolism in the Bible and in most other occult books.
It ~ould seem that the serpent was a very necessary and
important personage, since he was the third to arrive in
the Creation and inhabit the Edenic Garden, and in the Biblical sym- ·
bolism was feared for his «subtlety» ; one, indeed whom the primal
gods feared would teach the Man and Woman to reach out and take
hold of the «Tree of Life and live forever», for already this serpent
had pointed out to them the «Tree of Knowledge>>.
In Genesis we find that Dan (Wisdom} shall judge his people as
one of the tribes of Israel. «Dan shall be a serpent in the way», «a
horned snake in the path. » And later, in Isaiah, xxx 6, we find the
oracle concerning the beasts of the south: «through the land of trouble and anguish from whence come ·the lioness and lion, the viper and
the fiery flying serpent, they carry their riches on the shoulders of
young asses and their treasures on the humps of camels to a people
that shall not profit them ».
Here we find a distinct word about the ancient Mayan and Atlantean fiery-flying serpent. This is not the Feathered Serpent of the
Seven Sacred Fires, Gucumatz or Ku-Kul-Kan... «The Land of
Trouble and Anguish, » does it not faintly but acc~rately distinguish
the Islands of Poseidon or Atlan, and does it not also describe the
trouble that has lasted in and among the warring races that archeology
+.0ws throughout all South and Central America, whence fled the
remnants of the peoples from this sunken land?
Having thus distinguished between this Flying Serpent and Gucumatz, the Feathered Serpent of Atlan and of the region now known
~s Mexico, Yucatan and Central America_
, we may touch a :w9rd ~n
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the latter. This serpent was feathered to portray the Powers Above,
and it also symbolized the power of thought to rise into the spiritual
world, while the Seven Fires, like the Seven Lamps of Biblical allegory, showed the sevenfold division of Will, Manifestation, Force,
Fire, Light, Life and Form as diverse powers of the One Great
Source from which all Creation-despite its diversity-descended.
When Man and Woman were in the making, that is, after the pe·
riod of primitive consciousness, the instinctive subconscious or the first
fiery spinal upward flame (in future to feed the Lamp of the Mind)
was first observed by the woman, by nature the more introspective of
the two. The Serpent was also the Sacred and Spiritual force that
vitalized the spinal River of Life, which was portrayed as between
Two Trees that grew on each side of this river. This is clearly seen
in the afferent and efferent sets of nerves in the human nervous system,
and in the life-force which they convey.
This fiery spinal force of Life, on its upwards path from the ge•
nerative centre in the myriad nerves of the sacral basin (wherein is the
8-holed inverted pyramid of the spine) is the fire that feeds all life- _
force on all the planes of being. On the generative level it feeds the
Sexual Fire; on the navel level it feeds the fire for nutrition, on the
level of the. breast and the heart it feeds. the fire of motherlove and
that of altruism, and so, passing on over and through the Atlas, it feeds .
the fiery brain force which is necessary for the vibratory action which
we call Thought.
In some ways this is similar to the burning process in our lungs, by
which we breathe, and in the Supreme and the Most High-the o'ershadowing wings or brain lobes-~t feeds the high and vibratory action in the pineal and the pituitary bodies, which, in relation with the
Optic Thalamus dominates and controls all the lesser actions and
reactions, the regeneration and the re-building. Moreover it sustains
us in Spiritual Vision and Power to keep a high and a pure heart and
to feel and to use that divine and purely spiritual thing called Intuition.
And, over and beyond this, lies the Sacred Mystery called the «Divine Union», when through sacrifice and purity of Love for all, we
find ourselves at One with the Father, and hence with All.
This serpentine fiery force mounts in a spiraling, swirling, revolving manner, and to portray this the old Biblical writers used the term
«serpent».Then they used the terms «tree» or «trees»as the nerve path
which exists from each side of the spine as efferent and afferent sources of life energy. This central, spinal, spiral, swirling force is above
normal, and only open to those who are «Christed» to that point
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where they can and do Heal. The serpentine force is, always was,
and always will be, the sole source of the Power of Mind, and, as·
the superphysical power, is necessary for rebuilding or regeneration,
since-by whatever nam,e it may be called-this is the Christ-Power
or the Christ-Fire whose inner and sacred nature is the heart of the
Great Mystery.

Flame
0 Flame! Living and Divine Being!
But what is a Flame, 0 Friends, if it be not the very moment of
existence! What joy, what faith, and what power lies in this very
instant.
Flame is the action of a moment, of an instant's link between Earth
and Heaven. 0 Friends, everything that must pass from a state of
heaviness to an ethereal state must taste that moment of Flame and
Light.
PAUL VALERY

Cho"sing a wife
Every astrologer knows well that there are attractions and repulsions of great force between certain characters, and these go back to
former lives. One of the difficulties that lies in the choice of a husband or wife lies in the fact that, in the past, each individual has
forged chains which attach him to a certain type.. . There is ten times
more chance of a happy marriage, when the two horoscopes, compared, reveal a mutual inner harmony.
ESME SWAINSON
Whoso denies, without reason for his denial, denies that he possesses reason.
Medecine, first of all, was magic. It did not become science until
long time afterwards. And now - science seems to be turning back
i.nto magic !
;i

Never be content with people who agree with you. It is by the
striking against each other of shrrrply..-cut ideas that sparks of new
conceptions come.

-
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II
N OUR former article, having given the interpretation of Philo
concerning the Garden itself, we may now proceed to his treat] [ ment of the inner meanings of the actions of Adam and Eve
therein.
The record runs : «And the Lord God commanded the man, say·
inp, «Of every tree of the Garden thou mayest freely eat~. It could
not be necessary to give a command to the man created in the image
and likeness of God, to the monad which possessed in itself all the
perfections of God, but it is wise to exhort the mental man, of terrestrial origin, neither good nor bad in itself. God desires, then, that the
mental should nourish itself not only on a single tree, on a single virtue, but on the trees which represent all the vitrues. The exception
which is made of the Tree of the knowledge of Good and Evil-as
Philon points out-is that this tree is in Paradise, truly, so far as its
essence is concerned, but that it is outside Paradise for its fruits. In
Hebrew, moreover, the word translated «thou» in the Authorized
Version is in the plural number, since it is not only the mental but also
the astral and the physical which are brought into action in aII that
has to do with the knowledge of good and evil; thus God declared .
«in the day that thou eatest thereof thou will surely die», which is
to say that the man who is nourished by vice will die therefrom; here
the reference is rather to a punishment than to a separation of the soul
from the physical body, which is in itself a natural phenomenon and
enters into the process of evolution.
Again: «It is not good that man should be alone; I will make a
help-meet for him;» which is to say that the soul, by itself, can do
nothing, it needs a helper-the five senses-in order to be able to
enter into correspondence with its environment, here below, How can
the Ego know if a thing be white or black if it lacks sight; if a strain
be harmonious if it lacks hearing?
Moreover, in this chapter, the animals syiabolise the faculties of the
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mental body, the passions of the lower personality, and hence this
second animal creation (ii, 19) indicates the ptoducts of the mental
which are shown to us as the first comrades of the man of clay.
Hereinafter follows the scene of ·Adam's sleeping and of the creation
of the woman, an allegory by which Moses sets forth the creation of
the faculties of the astral self. It is necessary to remember that the
. mental self possess a large number of powers and faculties which are
common both to Man and the animals, but that the power of judgment
belongs to the mental, only. None the less, in order to be conscious
upon the physical plane, it is necessary that the mental should possess
the advantage of the five senses. Now, these latter cannot be said to
live their own life freely save when the mental is momentarily asleep,
and it is not until the eye has perceived a picture that the mental is
able to work upon the percept, and, answering to its due vibration, it
shackles the very power of sighf which it desires to direct; wherefore,
when Moses adds that God took a rib from his side, according to the
key of Philo this «rib» is the perception obtainable by means of the
five senses. Moses symbolises this faculty u~der the name of «Woman», which is given to the mental self in order to aid it in its work
here below.
«Now the serpent was more subtile than any beast of the field
which the Lord God had made». (iii 1.) In Chapter II we have seen
the creation of the mental (man) and of the astral which exists espe- .
cially by means of the perception given by the five senses (woman) ,
and the two lived without shame; this is to say that since neither one
nor the other was stirred either by virtue or by vice, there was no ·special link between them, though shortly one thing was to come to pass
to unite them: pleasure. The mental self, by itself, cannot be in touch
with the physical plane without the aid of the astral body and the live
senses, and the astral body and the senses cannot really understand
what passes without the aid of the mental self; it is pleasure, joy, and
feeling which are to become the link between the two. Moses symbolizes this in the form of a serpent, a creature of sinuous and tortuous
movement, which winds himself about Man by reason of the perceptiveness of the five senses (woman). Pleasure (the serpent) cannot
reach the mental self (man) save by passing through the astral and the
senses (woman), and it was for this reason that Moses declared that
the serpent addressed himself to the woman.
«And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and
that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one
wise»-a list which details all that may excite our Inferior Self: food
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for the physical body, that which is pleasant to the sight for the astral
body, and desired wisdom to open the intelligence of the mental self;
pleasure, led forward by the senses, must pass by these three bodies
in order to reach the Ego; if the latter allows itself to be led on by
the senses, then comes the F all.
«And the Lord God called unto Adam » ... but He did not call
the woman. This indicates that God addresses Himself to the mental
Self, to the reason; the woman-according to this interpretation, the
perception · of the sensation- does not even exist without the menbl
self. In no wise can she be taught, nor should reproaches be addressed
to her, for the mental, only, is capable of receiving any teaching.
After Adam replied, then the Eternal turned to the woman and
said «What is this that thou hast done?» God then puts the question
to the senses, and Eve admits to have eaten the apple, accusing the
serpent for the temptation but saying nothing about Adam, a viewpoint logical enough in itself, for what has been perceived by the senses is instantly perceived by the Mental Self as well.
«The serpent beguiled me » ... is the answer. The serpent betrayed
Eve, and, in effect, pleasure betrays us, since it makes appeal to the
senses and not to the Ego, and does not show up matters in their true
light. It is i: o be noted that God condemns the serpent without hearing
him, but He listens to Eve, or to perception by the five senses, which,
in itself, is neither good nor evil. \Vith a wise man, the five senses perceive mainly that which is good ; with a stupid man, they note that
which is evil; of their proper nature they possess neither vice nor virtue
and they may not be condemned unless God knows their motive of
action : none the less the mere pleasure of the senses (the serpent) is
evil in itself, and only the fo ol will give himself over to the domination
of the senses. Thus it is that the serpent is cursed 'without being heard.
for pleasure corrupts the soul and urges it to seek the gifts of the sen·
ses and not those of virtue. '
«Cursed art thou ... above every beast of the field .. . » the quest for
the mere pleasure of the senses is the worst of all passions. «Upon thy
belly shalt thou go ... » since the astral sense, more particularly developed by pleasure, is situated at the level of the belly; · «dust shalt
thou eat all the days of thy life ... » for the pleasure of the sense is
purely of the physical order and hence is nourished upon earthly
things; «and I will put enmity between thee and the woman», and, in
truth, pleasure is the true enemy of the senses-for, while it flatters
them, it brings about ·their own destruction.
Finally God punished Adam (iii, 17) : «because thou hast hear-
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kened unto the voice of thy wife,» a reproach since the mental snould
never allow itself to be governed by the senses, by the astral self. And
Cod added : «cursed is the ground for thy sake», the soil, and not the
mental self which, by its essence is neither good nor evil, for it becomes evil only in listening to passion when, indeed, the resultant acts
become evil, these acts are symbolized by the soil, which is cursed
because the act becomes evil of itself. «Thorns also and thistles shall
it bring forth unto thee», these are the symbols of a fruitage of the
passions and of the senses. «Thou shalt eat of the herb of the field ... >
for grass is the food of irrational creatures and hence a rightful nourishment for the man who is given over to his passions, and the life of
such a one will become filled with pains and troubles (thorns and
briars). «Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return ... », by which
-following the interpretation of this esoteric key-God is said to
mean that the lower pen;onality (the man of clay who is subjected to
his passions) tends ever earthward and will disappear.
Finally we reach the creation of the «third envelope» : the physical
body. «Unto Adam also and his wife did the Lord Cod make coats
of skins ... » and He banished them outside the Garden, the entrance
to which was defended by a Cherubim, in whom, perhaps, we may
see the supreme Guardian of the Threshold.
The psychic key which Philo gives us, therefore, suggests that the
first chapter of Genesis deals mainly with the mental creation of the
Logos; that the second chapter shows the true creation and the formation of our lower selves, and that the third chapter treats of the
relationships established between the Astral Body (the emotional
body, as symbolized by Eve) and the Mental Body (as symbolized
by Adam) , and the dangers which attend imperfect development.
In this very short summary we have been forced to pass over a
number of interesting points, but to have dwelt on them would have
taken us beyond the limits of our subject. None the less, we feel that
we may close upon a short explanation which serves to establish the
relationship between intellectual and spiritual knowledge. Abraham
(the true Ego, the monad) took to wife Sarah (buddhi, or spiritual
wisdom) but he did not have child by her; therefore he took Hagar
(intellectual knowledge) and by her he had a son. Immediately afterwards, Sarah gave birth to a son. This may be taken to signify that it
is useless to hope to have already striven for them in the intellectual
domain. Only after having set our Mental Self in energy and have
won fruits therefrom can we hope to win a spiritual life which will
render fruits that may be profitable to our kin.

HANS STEIN

(The following extract from a new book «Charakter-Typen», just published.
with a nuinber of largesized pencil-drawings of astrological and physiological
types, with a number of illustrative tables of the highest value, is herein
reproduced with the direct purpose of drawing the reader's attention to the
book. The work is in no sense a rehash of old ideas, but represents original
study, taken up from a new angle. (1) F. R.-W.)

N FURTHER development of what has been treated elsewhere
concerning bodily movement, gesture, deportment and shape of
form, the illustration which accompanies this section may be of
service to the reader. The studies of movement and deportment
which have been reduced to principles therein have all been made by
me; they are based on actual study of a number of examples of persons
having the corresponding principles sharply set forth in their horoscopes. Hence these studies must not be considered as mere fancy or
symbolism, evolved from a knowledge of mental character of types,
but as genuine statistical observations, and the essential forms of move·
ment and o-f deportment which are here shown have resulted directly
therefrom.
They may, at first, seem grotesque and somewhat of the nature of
a caricature because of strong accentuation of the essential form, con·
sidered in the abstract rather than as found in practical life. If the
reader has made any study of the astrological and physiological theory of types, he will be able readily to find among his acquaintances
certain types who bear a relaticn to these principles of movement and
deportment. On the k .ft-hand side of the chart, in each case, the
fc- m i ~ generically rc!_"'r"'sented; on the right-hand side this form is

I

( 1) Chamkter-Typen, Eine Ein:ffthrung in die astrologisch-physiognomische
Betracbtungsweise, von HANS STEIN. Mit 23 Bildtafeln, 3 UbersichtsTabellen und einer Textabbildung.-Carl Marhold, Verlagsbuchhandlung,
Halle--S., Germany.
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changed into an abstract principle, which calls special attention to the
essential; in a c~rtain manner it may be represented as the skeletal
facto r of the force which is manifesting itself by movement or deportment.
It is interesting to draw attention to the fact that these principles_
ha e a strong resemblance to· the symbolic representations of types
whi I I have treated elsewhere, at length, and to which I have allied all the various factors which deal with Man. Not only have I
shown the frame, the head and neck, the forehead, the nose chin and
jaw, the mouth and the general shape of the face, the .eyes and expression, lhe ears, the hair, the hands, the gait and the voice and manner
of .,peaking, fo r each of the zodiacal sigs, but also the philosophical
religi us and political impulses of each sign, occupation~l and professi n 1 characters, and even the relation that the signs bear to biogenesis and to the whole system of evolution. (1) In the manner of walking <m the· nature of movement, however; I have found the symbols ·
to be most true in the Gemini-Sagittarius, Leo-Aquarius, TaurusScorpio, and C ancer-Capricorn complexes, though there is also some
similarity in the A ries-Libra, and Virgo-Pisces groups. If the reader
will i emember th at merely the principle involved is purposed in these
desirms, and that they have been exaggerated in order that they may
stand ut all the more strikingly, he will find a basis on which to make
comp risons among the people of his _own acquaintance.
The Man of A ries. (Fig. 1) . The deportment of the Aries
M an, his head thrown back and his chest thrown out, erect, one leg
in ad ance as in fencing position, shows the self-assurance of a man
who irects his vital energy to one single aim. The principle, as diagram tically presented on the i ight hand, accentuates that active
directio, which is the dominant characteristic.
T he M an of Tau rus (Fig. 2) . - The deportment of the Taurus
Man is very different. He has both feet on the ground, not only in a
metaphorical sense, ·but also in the physic'.ll mode. «Here I stand»,
says he <(and I should like to see who will move me from this spot!»
The bag beside him shows the material interests, and the flower in
bis buttonhole- very typical-his aesthetic sense. On the right-hand
side the representation of the principle shows the carrying through of
his purposes, howbeit sometimes done in a kindly way. «Here, you
h ve been sitting long enough », he may say, tapping the shoulder of
Lhe man whom he desires to replace and edging him off the bench.
(1) E la bo11ate and complete tables of all these factors are given in the book.

THE: WAY YOU WALK
The Man of Gemini (Fig. 3). -

The movement of the Gemini
Man is that of the messenger, of the student or of the reporter, hurrying to university or to office, his portfolio under his arm. There is
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sharpness and intellectuality in the delicately shaped and slender body,
much restlessness and vivacity in the motion.

The Man of Cancer (Fig. 4). - In his deportment, the Cancer
Man portrays the spiritualizing tendency. Even his keeping his hands
in his pockets is not unessential. In the ph~sical organism, Cancer ru-
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!es the stomach, and the sketch shows the trunk of the body to predomina te. T he deportment of this sign is typical of «mine host» of inn
or tavern. T he representation of the principle on the right hand shows
the softly rounded seclusion and spiritualizing tendency shown mentally in religious experiences, and in prayer.

T he M an of Leo (Fig. S) . - Here both movement and deportment indicate vigor of behavior. Little children in whom the Leo qualities are strong are apt to stamp with their feet. When a Leo Man
is a speaker, he desires to become impressive and talks to his public
with uplifted arms. Being self-centred, he throws his whole personality into what he is saying, and uses repeatedly «h or the impersonal «one» , thus: «One cannot do otherwise then ... », «One really
has to ... » «Y ou really must consider ... » One may here think of Mussolini (with the Sun in Leo) whose behavior in the Italian Parliament
is certainly not lacking in force! Even the flapping coaMails are not
to be ignored ; they represent the centrifugal principle. A Capricorn
type in a legislative assembly or a meeting buttons all the buttons of
his coat. In a milder sense, the Leo deportment is seen in those who
«are gay and bring life into the house », in the father who waits with
outstretched arms to greet his little son running to him laughing. The
representation of the principle, beside it, shows a very strong connection to the symbolism of the cosmical principle to •Nhich I have devoted
a good deal of attention showing the birth of the Sun during the state
of the throwing forth of the planets.
T he W oman of Virgo (Fig. 6). -The Virgo woman shows simple movement, sometimes refined, but very often a certain domestic
activity is to be observed here. The principle, as represented at the
right hand side, shows something quiet and simple, lacking a strong
personal interest yet with refinement in the motion. The winter principle of the opposite sign (I) shows a similarity, and this may be compared with many examples of the similarities of opposing signs, since,
as we have elsewhere shown, winter indicates the repetition of summer,
but on a mental plane.
T he W oman of Libra. (Fig. 7) . - There is likely to be vanity
in the deportment of the Libra woman. There is also some of the impul siveness of the Aries movement, but softer, more flexible, more
fem inine, and of a spiritual and artistic disposition. Libra is the most
(1) A very interesting study ap p ears elsewhere in Herr Stein 's book con-

cerning t h e reasons for the similarities of opposing signs, of people born in
January and July, of June and December, for example.
.
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ornament-loving of the signs, and flowers are even more significant
here than in the principle of Taurus; it may be mentioned that Libra
prefers garden flowers, and Taurus the flowers of the field. The representation of the principle shows the soft dancing and flexible movement of this type.

The Man of Scorpion (Fig. 8). - The straddle-legged attitude
of the Scorpio Man is seen also in his counter-sign, Taurus, but lhe
martial manner does not mean that he is bound to earth, it implies
rather the firm stand of the fighter. These are warriors, always armed,
provided with sharp points, truly martial in principle. Observe Scorpio
soldiers in war-time, their weapons are carried readily and they will
fill their pockets with extra cartridges, while soldiers born under other
signs are often glad enough to lay aside their arms for a while.
Scorpio has the fighting force and a sharp penetration also in mental
matters, in occult research, in analytical work, in the ability to understand that which is new. The representation which is given of the principle repeats this factor of universal armament and sharpness.
The Man of Sagittarius (Fig. 9). - The movem~nt of the_Sagittarius Man is wider and freer than that of his counterpart, Gemini. He
is the world:-wanderer, the man with the walker's stick, the traveller
who :wants to know the world, and who goes abroad. The build of his
body is less finely drawn and refined than that of the Gemini Man,
and in the same manner, the nature of his intellect is on a wide scope,
he surveys the whole and not the details .
The Man of Capricorn (Fig. 10). - The deportment of the Capricorn Man is representative, reserved, grave. There is no neglect in
appearance or in dressing; everything is arranged according to social
prescription or in correspondence with the severe simplicity of the character. The representation of principle on the right hand shows the
:«carriage~ and the build, erect, upright, and self-contained, usually
expressed in simple form. In the spiritualizing tendency one finds the
same inward movement which is to be observed in the summer principle of Cancer.
The Man of Aquarius (Fig. 11) . - The movements of the Aquarius Man show great liveliness, airy, light, tricksy and sometimes even
grotesque manners, great love of play, and an outbursting of varied
artistic talents. The principle corresponds to the centrifugal expression
of the summer counter-principle as expressed in Leo, but in the rhythm
9f :winter.

'
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The Woman of Pisces (Fig. 12) . - The movements of the Pisces
Woman are feeble. This is the quietest of all the signs. The body is
soft ·and plastic, the members are short and small, the attitude of the
hand suggests a slight blessing. The representation of the principle, as
shown on the right hand, is distinctly reminiscent of the fish form. It
has something fl.owing of itself. The sign of Pisces governs the feet,
but this has nothing to do with the bodily movement; if one will think
of the broad-swimming flippers of a seal or other water-mammal, this
will give a close approach to the true physiognomy viewed as a whole.
Copyright by Carl Marhold. No part of this article may be reproduced without mention of the Book, Author, and the name and address of the Publisher.

THE RANK OF THE ARCHANGELS
According to a medieval manuscript, not only has each luminary
and star its proper « spirit », whose work and duty is on that sphere,
but each has also a Directive Celestial Being, or « Archangel »
having a special mission as representant of that sphere around « the
Throne». This was taken by the medievalists as proof positive that
life, of some sort, must exist on all luminaries and planets, since this
life was thus represented. These Archangels are thus listed : The Sun
- Michael, the Divine Sword-Bearer of the Order of Virtues (this
is unusual, as most lists give Uriel) ; The Moon - Gabriel, the
Annunciator, of the Order of Angels; Mercury - Raphael, the
Divine speaker and painter, of the Order of Archangels; Venus ........
Hanael, the maker of Divine Beauty, of the Order of Principalities;
Mars - Samael, the Divine Vengeance, of the Order of Powers';
Jupiter - Zadkiel, the Divine Lawmaker, of the Order of Dominations; and Saturn - Cassie!, the Divine Judge, of the Order of
Thrones.

If your face is always turned to the Sun, the shadow of yourself
will always be behind you; turn your back to the Sun, and you walk
in your own shadow.
The human and the divine should meet, but it is the duty of Man
~o go to the rendez-vous.

.:
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SHEA HOGUE
T'S a fraud! It's the medium!»
.
Dr. Gipsted violently released his grasp of the hands of the
] [ sitters on either side, leapt from his chair and flung his arms about
the «phantom».
«Solid I» he cried exultantly, «l thought so! Strike a match,
someone!»
In the almost complete darkness of the seance-room the rattle of a
mattch-box was heard, as F ertison, the leader of the circle, cried in
alarm, «Stop, Doctor, for God's sake, stop l»
The Doctor' s voice boomed out « A light. Quick! She's slipping
out of my hold! »
The match scratched and threw a glimmer of light on the burly
doctor standing, in the middle of the room, his whole body tense with
muscular struggle, while his arms were grasping-nothing visible!
«G one ! She's gone!»
He strode across to the eleetric switch, brushing aside F ertison, who
tried to. grab his arm.
«You 'II kill the medium, Doctor!»
«Stuff and nonsense ! » .
The light flashed on.
«Now, let's take a look at those seals'!»
With a rough hand he drew aside the ~urtain of the cabinet.
The medium was revealed. She was still in trance, ghastly pale,
with a thin thread of blood coming from the corner of her mouth.
«Merciful Heaven! » exclaimed the leader, but the Doctor paid no
heed. He stooped and examined the strings which had been passed
around the medium to fas ten her to her chair, the ends of which strings
he had sealed with his own seal. and also the strings which had atta·
ched the chair to the floor, also sealed. The seals were intact.
.· ........
The examination took but a moment. He straightened up; but
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checked his speech on seeing the fear in the eyes of tthe leader of the
circle.
«Doctor Gipsted ! »
«Well?»
«I'm afraid-I'm afraid-»
«What, Man!»
«Afraid that you've killed her».
A hasty retort was on the doctor's lips, but a look at Fertison's
face showed that the man believed his words and, suddenly alarmed,
the doctor turned to the medium.
One glance was enough. The professional instinct rose swiftly in
domination over the sceptical experimenter in physical research. The
danger was very real.
«Bring her out of the trance», he snapped.
«If I can!» said F ertison.
«If you can?»
«Yes ; if I can ! I've seen a case Iike this before. She's got an in~
ternal hemorrhage. It came ~hen, when-»
.
«When what?»
«V/ hen you snatched at the materialized form.»
«The ghost, you mean? »
«Yes, the ghost, if you want to call it that».
The doctor shrugged his shoulders impatiently.
«Bring her out of the trance. We can talk about that nonsense
afterwards ».
«Stand back a little then, I'll do what I can,» and though the
trance had been a self ~imposed one, F ertison, a trained and competent
observer, brought the medium back to semi-consciousness.
The doctor ran his hands quickly over her, and turned to F ertison,
his own face suddenly gone scarcely less pale than that of the sufferer.
The note of over-confidence had gone out of his voice.
«There are two ribs broken, and I'm afraid there is an internal
hemorrhage, as you said. There's a couch in the next room, isn't
there? Here, Jones, help me carry her there. Mrs. Jones, get her
undressed and comfortable, I'll follow you in a minute».
Without an instant's delay, the medium was carried to the couch,
and the doctor went to the hall to get the little emergency case which
he always carried with him. The leader of the circle followed him to
the hall.
With his case in his hands, the big surgeon wheeled on him.
«You' re serious about what you said?»
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«Certainly, Doctor. Remember, I warned you!»
«You did», came the grudging assent.
«You didn't believe me» .
«No, I didn't. I thought it was just the way all. you fellows have
of preventing a proper examination of these « materialisations » of
yours».
«Now, you see! And if she-».
«If she dies, you mean I've murdered her, eh?»
The leader of the circle, though a little man, looked the burly doc~
tor straight in the eye.
«Yes;, he said tersely, «l mean just that. It's the same as if I
interfered in a surgical operation. And it wouldn't be the first case,
either».
«We'll pull her through!»
«I would, Doctor, if I were you-if you ever want to sleep quietly
agam».
A growl was the only answer.
The weeks rolled by before the medium was out of danger, and,
even so, she would never be really strong again. The Doctor, a famous man in h~s profession, had .wrestled for his patient's life as he
had never fought over a case before, and when at last she turned the
corner, the recovery was as much needed for the doctor as for the
patient. But not once since the day of the seance had he exchanged a
word with a living soul about his culpability. F ertison and the members of the circle had kept the secret loyally.
A few months later, the usual Medical Board meeting of the Hospital of which Dr. Gipsted was one of the visiting surgeons, wan held
in the Board Room. Many minor matters were discussed, as usual.
and then the Consulting Psychiatrist brought up again-as he had
done once or twice before-the question of the formal acceptation of
a clairvoyant medium who was able to discern pathological conditions
and who was known to have skill in diagnosis.
Dr. Gipsted, as sceptical as ever-for the real sceptic can hardly
be persuaded even by the most positive evidence-led the opposition.
«Stuff and nonsense», he began, «all this ghost business has got
into people's heads. Even if we can't always find the scientific cause
at once, there's no reason to follow the hysterical ravings of...»
The office messenger knocked and came in hurriedly.
«Dr. Gipsted, please, you're wanted. At once, please!»
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«Whats the matter h
«Case just come in, Doctor. Two ribs broken and Internal hemorrhage. Lady asked for you, specially.»
Slowly, and as though something had stiffened him, the doctor
turned to the boy.
«Two ribs broken and an internal hemorrhage», he repeated dully.
Then in quickened tones : «Her name, her name I Did she give her
name?
«Yes, Doctor. Mrs Lonbet, » she said.
«Why, that's the famous medium you've been attending isn't ith
queried the psychiatrist. «Hey, what's the matter, Gipsted'h
1-1 saw her at the house this morning,» said the surgeon in a
forcedly level voice. «She could'nt be here! She-she's not able to
be moved».
«She's here now,» put in the boy. «Shall I say you're coming~>
«Yes. I'm coming». He turned to the psychiatrist. «Doctor Fowler, will you come, and you, Dr. Laineyh
The other members of the board looked at each other in surprise.
Never had a Medical Board Meeting been interrupted in this way,
but Gipsted's manner was impressive; even the least sensitive member
of the Board felt a hush of mystery.
The three men left the Board Room, Fowler and Lainey following
the big surgeon to the little examining room just at .the entrance, near
the office.
«In Room A. Doctor,» said the office clerk as the three men passed into the office.
Lying on the table in the middle of the room, the receiving nurse
standing quietly at the head, was the medium. She looked up quietly
at the doctor.
«Do you want to examine me, Doctor?»
He looked at her, his face white, his jaw set.
Silently he made his examination. At his request, both the other
doctors did the same. There were two ribs broken from a sudden ·and
violent shock, with serious internal hemorrhage.
«About how long ago would you suppose the accident to have
hapJ>ened? » said Gipsted roughly.
«Not more than a few hours», said· Lainey, the dean of the hospital staff, «she'd have bled to death, else».
«It happened three months ago».
«Impossible!>
'
>
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The older doctor turned back to make a further examination...
:«Why-».
There was a moment's pause, then the nurse gave a faint scream
and hurried out of the room.
The three men stood and watcher!. the able.
From a living form to a blur, then to a white and semi-soEd cloud
over the table, then to a light vapour, and then t}1e Li. :..le was clear, its
glass surface now not showing the slightest mark.
They were trained men, all three. But all were clearly uncomfortable, and not one had anything to say.
Fowler, the psychiatrist, picked up the temperature chart, with the
pulse and temp~rature marked on it by the nurse. There was no doubt
that these had been taken. He held it out silently.
· 4:Come back to the board-room», said Gipsted. «I'll tell you about
it.~

«I don't know whether she's living or dead at this minuto, he
concluded, «hut here are three of us, all medical men, a registered
nurse, and the office staff to affirm that she did come here this afternoon, and I think I know what for.
:« Doctor Fowler, I want to second your resolution to add a clairvoyant to our psychiatric staff. As medical men we can't shut our eyes
eternally to what we don't w·ant to see. The forces are there. We've
either got to use them or decl~re ourselves afraid to try!»
The enemies of Occultism are those who have never studied it.
There is always cause for suspicion of ignorance where there is
prejudice.
.
Every man has more need of wakefulness than of sleep, of :work
~an of rest, and of life than of death.
Facts are fleeting. A fact is as' nothing without its interpretation
its meaning. A fact gives nothing, or only for an instant. It is but
a natural result of some law. The law is eternal.

~d

·· Lfruth is a form of beauty, and the Goo_g is the sister

llf bo!}i.
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2\ biolini.st JtlcMum
LUCIO MAGNONI
IUSEPPE Magno is already known to the press, and a
little less than a year ago my colleague Sig. d'Avossa of the
Tribunal of Salerno published the details of a series of sitr
tings with Magno which were of peculiar interest. A full
account appeared in the excellent review Luce e Ombra. In Naples,
also, repeated experiments before judges, lawyers and people well
known in the literary and artistic world were crowned with success.
As I have some special knowledge of the case, it has occurred to
me that it would be of interest to readers to know in what manner
these phenomena first appeared, and of what nature and character is
the medium.
Giuseppe Magno is a young man, now twenty-three years of age,
serious, modest, pensive, and is gifted with mediumnistic qualities
which are astounding even to the most hardened skeptic, even though
the latter be-as usual-as positive as he may be ignorant. It is,- alas,
a characteristic that those who make a fetich of tradition and sometimes of the pulpit become unable to judge a psychic case fairly.
Y et the famous phrase : «Contra facta non Valent argumenta» is
more powerful than the exaggeration of any critic. Hence the few
facts which follow are not offered as a heated thesis, but merely to
afford material for study, serving, later, when psychical research shall
be more advanced and when pulpit thunderings shall have died away.
The discovery of the mediumnistic powers of Magno was m'a de by
a personal friend and countryman of mine, Signor Alberto del Mercal o, belonging to a very well-known family of Laureano Cilento.
For some years he has been occupied with psychical research, setting
forward boldy what he believes to be the truth, ignoring the attacks
of those who are hostile to such experimentation and whose ears are
closed to new teachings.
It was quite by chance that ~ignor del Mercato discovered the
mediumship of Magno. This young man is of humble birth, his father
being a basket-maker. He followed his father's trade! and ~mly: went
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for a very short tilne to an elementary school, where, indeed, he barely learned to read. He had musical talents, and was advised to ask
the help and counsel of Signor del Mercato, who was known to be of
a very kindly disposition and who was himself a good musician.
During one of the musical evenings at the house of Signor del Mercato, the mediumnistic faculties of Magno appeared unexpectedly. I
was not present, and cannot describe the details of the phenomenon,
but the host, looking at the young basket-maker, was amazed to see
the indubitable signs of an approaching trance. A few minutes later,
Magno fell clearly into a state of trance.He rose from his chair, walked slowly and stiffly to the piano, sat down upon the stool which
was vacated at a low word from Del Mercato, ran his fingers over the
keys after the manner of a good pianist desiring to exercise the muscles for a moment, and then promptly proceeded to play with skill an
instrument which he had never touched before and of the technique of
which he was completely ignorant.
This happened several times. Then, a certain evening, a few evenings later, while in trance, he made the motion of playing a violin.
But, in that little country-place, there was not a single such instrument
to be found. Becoming more and more interested in the medium,
Signor de! M ercato took him under his protection, and 2. short time
after, travelled with him to N aples. There, in a salon where many
musical experts had gathered to judge if this med iumnistic power were
really what it seemed to be, M agno, being given a very fine violin
which was extremely sensitive to the «grating» sound which arises
from the untrained touch of a bow on the string, set bow to the instrument-no one ever having even shown him how to hold a bowand played with ease, and, what is more difficult, even, with purity
of tone. It is distinctly to be borne in mind that the young man had
never had a violin in his hands before that evening.
The room, was not brightly lighted, the central light being shaded
by a pink shade, but Magno, in semitrance, his eyes half-closed,
played at sight on the violin any piece of music put before him on the
music-stand, and when, later, he was set at the piano, he played difficult compositions with seeming ease. It might not be exact to say that
Magno does not know one note from another, but, certainly, he has
no musical education and in his waking state could not understand a
difficult piano score, much less execute it.
Fallowing upon these experiences, some efforts have been made to
teach him music. He has proved a very refractory pupil, hardly able
to learn anything, yet, in a trance state, he plays on several instru-
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ments with ease. To many of us, it seems that this is the manifestation
in Magno of an exterior entity.
This phenomenon is not only peculiar, and somewhat rare, but it
has the great advantage of eliminating any deception. It can be controlled by any person present. The room is well, if not brillantly lighted, and there is no doubt about the music. Psychic or spiritistic--the
facts are there.
.
N or is this all. He is also what is known as an «intellectual» mediLm. Though truly ignorant, backward even when compared to
peasant comrades, Magno, when in a state of trance, discusses philosophy, mystic theology, letters, art, music, with different voices and
seemingly in differen t personalities. It seems that through him have
spoken a scholar of twenty centuries ago, a young girl who died of
consumption not long since, and a well-known singer; and the voice
of each, the first like a kettle-drum, the second gentle and halting,
and the third a rich and full contralto, come from this robust young
basket-worker. He also writes automatically concerning ·abstruse
subjects, far beyond his normal intellectual reach.
Wh~t is to be supposed from all this? It can only be fraud, or a
genuine phenomenon. The very nature of the phenomena, open to all
control, to be heard by anyone and everyone, puts them outside the
nature of fraud; moreover, the fact that the musical phenomena are
accompanied by impersonation and by a:itoma tic writing greatly
strengthens the case. These phenomena are transcendental, or something similar, and must needs be examined.

Unlike the ancients, who believed in the existence of gifts which
we now call mediumnistic phenomena, we are really ignorant of the
super-sensible world; this is partly because we do not realize that this
problem which appears on the horizon of the occult is truly a scientific problem, and partly because we are instinctively afraid of this
developing mystery.
It is not a matter of any importance either to believe or not to believe, but it is important to know whether a given group of evidences
is true or not, and to that end we must investigate. There must be unremittting research in this transcendental sphere, that the truth may
he made clear, for pr9bably, in the philosophy of the future, there
~I be no truth which will count for so much as this.

Translated (by permission) from Mondo Occulto, Naples, number
~f July-August,
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notablt fBooks
Charakter-Typen
HANS STEIN
Carl IBarhold 'Yerlagabaebbandlang, Balle· &,Germany

RIGINAL work along the very difficult but very impor'
tant line of the relation between astrology and physiognomy
~
should be given immediate and earnest attention. It is entirely
likely that some readers will be surprised to find how farreaching are some of the analogies drawn by Herr Stein, but their
first surprise will give way to more serious thought and, probably, to
a greater degree of acceptation than they expect. The text and the
tables of this book should be translated into English without delay,
the author's study has the right to become a part of our astrological
heritage. In another part of this review one single page from the book
has been translated-this suffices to show. not only that the author
has closely studied his subject but also that he has struck out for himself along original lines. The biological and sociological analogies and
relationships to the zodiacal signs are of the highest interest- one is
tempted to transgress the bounds of courtesy, and quote too much!
Yet perhaps author and publisher will permit a gentle word of critic;:ism on one point. However excellent and true the pencil drawings of
face types may be, they are all too definitely Teuton to serve-as
such a study should-for dwellers in all lands. This is particularly
the case with the woman-faces; Taurus, Cancer and Virgo, for example, weaken a little the force of the writer's argument, ~s they are not
enough generalized. For foreign editions, it might be wise to give alternative types, without, of course, deviating from the author's argument. In all, however, the book must be recorded as one of the most
important recent additions to this fascinating and much neglected
branch of study. "

0

Psychic Certainties
H. W. PREVOST BATTERSBY
Bider & Oo,

Loa~oa,

Englead

The author remarks that he does not like the title of his book. We
do. It says just exactly what it means, and the book tells just exactly
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what it sets out to do. Would that all books did the same! The book
jacket states : «To the impartial mind, the record collected in these
pages should present an overwhelming case for the validity of the
claim that their supernormal origin has been formly established». They
do present such a case. The man who reads this book and remains un·
convinced is eith~r drunk, unintelligent, or a deliberate and wilful
sceptic-and the latter case is the most painful of the three. This
kind of book looks easy 'to write, but it is not; it requires much judg·
ment to condense a vast literature of experimental proof into a short
and readable book, which carries weight by the sheer directness of its
telling. There is no ambiguity here, there is no trespassing on the
debateable grouqd of survival and the hereafter, and the reader who
desires to know just what scientific certitude does attach to Psychical
Research cannot do better than to read this little work. If his brains
are moderately active, it will be enough to convince him; if they are
sluggish, he may add to his reading Hereward C~rrington's «The
History of Psychic Science», and Richet's «Thirty Years of Psy·
chical Researc\», after''" ir 1 , sl11)u!d he still remain inert, a visit to a
brain specialist will be 'n · der.

.

- ~· -------

The Aubrey !vi essages
AUBREY PEACOCK
( !'ra ns1'ribed by his mother, Ida Eokert-Laurenoe)
The Auatin PubUshiug Co. , Loa Angeles , Calif,

Books of this character must be treated gently by the reviewer.
They are not to be taken at their face value, for, like all «communi·
cations from the beyond» their value lies in the fact of such co~mu·
nications and not in what is told. This book would gain by the elimi·
nation of phrases which betray a too g eat maternal partiality; as, for
example, to say of a young man who committed suicide that «at 30
he was master of all the religions of the world!» Setting that aside,
the Aubrey Messages must be listed among the many books of this
character which add an ever·growing testimony to survival. Yet one
point should be made. Neither the editor, the publisher nor the printer
seem even to have tried to correct the errors which bristle on every
page. Since further books by «Aubrey Peacock» are to be put out,
it is hoped that some care will be taken to have them made rea·dy for
the press.

national nnb ' Jntcrnationnl J\,atrology
OR THE WEST OF EUROPE. -

This lunation is not
a peaceful one. It falls in the fourth house, in the sign of
Libra, but is in square to Mars just entering the sign ·of Leo.
There will arise a sudden controversy concerning territory,
probably containing mining interests. It is possible that this may have
to do with Alsace-Lorraine, or the Sarre Valley. The press is likely to
take the matter sensationally, as is shown by the square of Neptune
to Venus from the 3rd house to the 5th., and the element of Sagittarius in the 5th. house is likely to lead to imprudent talk. Leo is the sign
ruling both Italy and Rome, and Mars just entering this sign indicates
a renewal of the bellicose spirit. The French press (Neptune in Virgo)
is likely to try to lead the government into imprudence.

]F

England. - Uranus retrograde in Aries in the 10th. house is un- .
favourable for a ·popular party, and is likely to denote an increase in
the power and prestige of the crown and of the conservative element.
This may increase imperial strength, but such an increase here is attended with ·danger.
F ranee. - This lunation is critical, in that there will be danger of
rash action. The journalists are likely to turn fire-eaters. The government is likely to be attacked by jingoists s on the ground of antipatriotism.
German}'. - -t The whole period preceding this lunation arid even at
the beginning of it is highly uncertain so far as political power is
concerned. The fabric of government control is shaky and there will
be a splitting up into many parties. Undoubtedly. there will be war
talk, but this will be as hotly opposed in the country as outside it.
Italy. -The lunation is likely to be marked by renewed diplomatic
aggression. This, however, is apt to remain in the form of pourparlers,
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but there is danger of a flare-up in the Balkans. Danger of illness to
a member of the R oyal Family.

H olland. - T here is some danger of a fin ancial crack, not so
much in the country itself, as in some of the colonial possessions, or
this may be interpreted by a mercantile depression.
Austria. - A serious conflagration is likely to take place, not in a
small village, bµt rather in one of the larger towns. There will not be
much loss of life but the property damage will be heavy.
Czecho-slovakia. - There is likely to be a sharp dash with the
G erman element, due to the prohibition of Czecho-slovakia to permit
the passage of Russian munitions in.to Germany, from German-owned
factories in Russia.
Greece. - R eligious upset, and the establishment of a new government. Discussion with Roumania, and a revival of the Macedonian
brigandage.

Asia M inor. - A fter a stormy autumn, the Moslem trouble will
begin to calm down, but the Turkish government will be found to
have lost territory.
West Africa. - Cha118es in political government of some kind .
and a re11ewed effort on the part of G ermany to regain her colonies.
The question of African mandates will be raised.
India. - Although the civil disaffection is not likely to have much
weight, there will be an outburst of tribal wars and the military air
force will be kept busy on the A fghanistan frontier.

United States. -

The positicn of Mars and Saturn indicate business difficulties, and these will arise from an effort to corner some international product, bringing not only financial difficulty but also
international opposition. M uch discussion over the high wage scale.

Canada. - The winter will set in early, and unseasonable blizzards may \be noted. T here is indication of a serious train-wreck on
one of the big C anadian lines.
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from friends and sometimes a legacy. Even so the gifts or inheritances
~re likely to be the result of merit.
Reversed. - Mental stagnation, indolence, carelessness, inaction
and neglected responsibilities, often leading to heavy losses.
THE SLAVE OF THE SHEKEL. - The young man, as usual, is .
afoot, and may be shown either as a student or a messenger,and sometimes as a returning prodigal. Meaning. - Always this refers to a
student, or a messenger, and generally carries the sense of linkage. It
may lead to a marriage proposal, or to the entering into business life.
Also broad-mindedness and generosity.
Reversed. - Waste and dissipation is shown here, foolish expenditure of energy, and unfavourable news which may be the result of .
one's own bad judgment.
THE ONE (ACE) OF SHEKELS. - The symbol is variously pre·
as a coin, as a r- a:gical sign, or as a woman crowned with the
Sun and holding a lyre. Meaning. - Creative energy, a good commencement, a change certainly and one which probably will be for
the better. A turn towards prosperity. Happiness and acquisition of
desire.
sent~d.

~

Reversed. - Frequently this indicates the traditional «purse of
gold», but there is a danger that this may be ill-used.
·
THE TWO OF SHEKELS. - One of the curious versions shows
the two disks bearing the symbol of Mercury against a background
of flames. Meaning. - Confusion of mind and embarrassment of
circumstances, obstacles, unrest. Also forced gaiety and simulated
calm. Uncertain news.
Reversed. - Tradition gives this two entirely different meanings:
evil news, and cheques or letters of exchange. The decision which is
intended is shown by the rest of the lay-out.
THE THREE OF SHEKELS. - In some examples this represents a
woman with a flaming lamp. Meaning. - Nobility, family renown,
aristocracy, generous action, alliances and business partnerships.
Reversed. - This remains a favourable Arcana and indicates a
child; either the coming of a child or favourable events happening to
a child or through a child.
THE FOUR OF SHEKELS. -

The symbols vary. Meaning. -

-·
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2\. tPractical '1Lottnic

in tlJe ®racular Science£
The Tarot

Astrology

Kabbalism

C:hirology
THE TAROT X

The Shekels, Pentacles or Deniers. -

As has been shown, for
divination purposes, this Temple is most closely allied to the «suit»
of «diamonds», deals with the mental body of Man, and is in astro~
logical correspondence with the signs of Fire.
THE LORD .OF THE SHEKEL. - A wise man, seated, of the in~
tellectual rather than the spiritual type. He is young, fiery and impul~
sive. The higher meanings and the symbolism are dealt with in our
Correspondence Course. Meaning. - Intelligence, valour, business
aptitude, applied science, and sometimes financial talent.

Reversed. -

This deals with the misapplication of knowledge;
vice, perversity and a liking for leading others astray. Susceptibility
to :flattery.
' ,;
THE MISTRESS OF THE SHEKEL. - A woman of intellectual
type, but serious and practical, her eyes fixed on the sign of the pen~
tacle. Meaning. - The feminine application of knowledge, a woman
who is more a companion than a wife. Also the characteristics of
wealth, luxury, frankness and a wil1ingness to help.

Reversed. - Suspicion and mistrust are to be feared ,and an in~
tellectual interest in evil. A woman who will lead to unfortunate spe~
culations. Sometimes a hesitating mind.
THE WARRIOR OF THE SHEKEL. - The warrior is mounted on
a richly caparisoned horse, advancing at a grave pace. T here is
evident purpose and intensity, but the visor "of his helmet is lifted, to
~ho:w frankness. Meaning_. Useful action, help, action, assistance

./
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approval, sportsmanship and promise of further success. This Arcan ..
should always be very carefully noted ·as its position is a determining
one in every lay-out.

Reversed. - Over-confidence in oneself and others, possibility of
deception, but there is always likely to be a renewal of prosperity.
THE TEN

OF

SHEKELS. -

The most interesting symbol is that of

of the Sun and Moon measured as angles on a square.a pointer bisecting the difference between them. Meaning. - Houses and landed
possessions, personal realization in something that is tangible and lasting, sometimes, also, underserved gain.

Reversed: Games of chance. The acquirement of fortune without
any striving therefor, indolence and luxury. «Luck» in games of
chance, when this card is reversed, depends upon the nature of the
lay-out taken as a whole.

THE POT AND THE SPRING
A big pot, round and sonorous, therefore empty, found itself, one
day, close to. a gushing spring in a gentle slope of a hillside, around
which grew dainty field-flowers. Men and animals cc.me there to slake
their thirst.
The pot envied them their cooling draughts. <1: Ah, » it thought.
«if only I could be filled with that clear and limpid water 1 I am big,
and as empty as can be ! I can hold more than they can!»
« Limpid Spring, » it said, « give me, too, some of your dear
water ! Fill me to the brim, I am so, so thirsty I »
«Willingly, Friend, and with the same joy that I have in flowing
forth my clear water for all the world. Lean over a little, and I will
fill you quickly. »
And the spring, with little gurgles, poured its water into the empty
pot.
« But no ! This is fraud ! » cried the pot, who, like many sceptics,
judged everything by himself. « You mock me I You cannot fill me
up ! You have not enough water I I shall never believe, any more,
that you can fill anything ! »
« Softly, my friend, » said the spring, « I am doing all that I can.
But did you not know, yourself, that there is a crack in you, which
lets all the :water out ~ »
Sq.~R.ABEE.

iHE ORACULAR SCIENCES
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Usually a gift, a present, an inheritance, or something which has connection with the family or with ancestry. When the lay-out is unfavourable, even upright this arcana may indicate waiting for dead men's
shoes.

Reversed. - Enthusiasm which goes too far, lack of order and
the Querent will do well to remain in retirement. Suspense and opposition.
THE FIVE OF SHEKELS. - The symbols vary. Meanin g. - A
lover ·or a mistress, union lib re, an affinity. Also enthusiasm, expansiveness and travelling. Tendency to extravagance.

Reversed. - Enthusiasm which goes too far, lack of order and
method, unconventionality, and sometimes losses so heavy, that ruin
and even vagrancy may result.
THE SIX OF SHEKELS. - The most illustrative symbol is that of
a filled spindle or skein. Meaning. - The present moment, a witness,
a favourable opportunity. Sometimes a momentary success, money
which is owing may be paid. Th re is ahvay need to se the present
wisely, or matters may turn ill.

Reversed. - Cupidity, desire, eagerness to enrich oneself at the
expense of others. Doubts as to moral duty.
THE SEVEN OF SHEKELS. - The symbols vary. Meaning. Money, riches, trustfulness, candour, innocence, profitable cooperation
from husband or wife, as well as from business partners.

Reversed. - Troubles over money which has been invested or
lent to friends, loss of friendship, delay in payment. It does not ne·
cessarily indicate loss.
THE EIGHT OF SHEKELS. - The symbols vary. ]\.1eanings. A dark honest girl, on whom the Querent will spend money. If the
Querent be a woman, favourable for hospitality, nursing and charitable work generally.

Reversed. ·- - Failure due to avarice or to an unreadiness to see
when an opportunity should be pushed. Sometimes it indicates ·p ara•
sitism.
THE NINE OF SHEKELS. - Among the older symbols, the most
favoured is that of the moon rising above a star. Meanings. - This
i~ _
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If you are interested in any branch of new thought, mental and
occult sciences, send for application blank to join new Mental Science
League and receive sample copy Mental Science Magazine. No
charges or dues.

MENTAJ-' ·scIENCE LEAGUE
CHICAGO ILL.

109, No. Dearborn St.

PSYCHIC WOBLD MONTHLY
« NOTHING HIGHER THAN SPIRIT »

Founded by Chas H. Leitenberg. Now published by

Jennie M. DA WES KIRKEL, Editor
663 N. 12th St. Philadelphia, Pa - U.S. A.
Subscriptions 1.25 dollar a year (Foreign) -

Domestic 1 dollar

NOTE. - Spiritualism carries a great truth. Same is being told
fearlessly and intelligently by a group · of truth seekers in the above
publication. One o.f the oldest def enders of Spiritualism in America.

THE MOON'S SIGN BOOK
THE PLAN·E TA"Y DAILY GUIDE FOR ALL
13y Llewellyn Qeor!e
Points the

Way

To Success

Farmers, gardeners, fruit growers, poultr:y raisers will find in it
directions for using planetary vibrations to increase and improve production. Business people find it a decided aid in the development of
important ventures. It is a Moon's Sign Book. Give.s the Moon's
phases, signs and dates on which to act for best results. These dates
are calculated from known planetary positions and based on established astrological facts. The 25th. annual edition for 1930 is striking
Send for a copy toda}) and begin at once to
Act in Harmon}) with Natural Law
( 130 page catalog FREE)
LLEWELLYN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Astrological Bldg.,
8921 T.S. Natjonal Blvd., Palms, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

P~YGHIG
UNFOlDNElI
Books by Dr. GRUMI!INE

The Rosicrucian

He will send you a ·f ree delineation
of your Psychic powers.
CLAIRVOYANCE. - Teaches you
bow to pierce the veil of sense, see
your spirit friends and enjoy spiritual communication in your own borne.
Cloth. Price Dol. 1.75.
CLAIRAUDIENCE. - The technique of how to hear spirit voices
and to train the inner hearing. A
sane book for earnest students. Paper. Price 80c.
TELEPA:THY. - How to send
thought radiograms to any part of
the wodd. Price Dol. 1.75 cloth;
80 c. paper.
PSYCHOMETRY, Its Science and
Law of Unfoldment. Price 80 c.
«AURAS AND COLOR» 80 c,
«PSYCHOLOGY OF COLOR» 80c.
«SECRETS OF THE NEW APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY» Dol. 1.00
Dr. J. C. F. GRUMBINE
317 East 24th St., So. Portland
OREGON U. S. A.

fBllOWSfiiV
Box 50 Oceanside, California, U.S.A.

A SCHOOL OF LIGHT
OF THE AQUARIAN AOE
Correspondence courses in Astrology
ana

Occu~tism.

Descriptive literature

gladly sent free on application.
Ephemeris for 1931 now ready-25c.
each, postpaid. Large type. Easy

to

read. Write us for information and
price lists of books in EnglisL,Frencb,
German and Spanish.

:- T::E-J:E Jv.C.A.:E-3:.A. 13 0 I:> :E-J:I - :
Founded by Ven : Anagarika Dharmapala
The Journal of the Maha Bodhi Society of India
The oldest Buddhist English monthly
A Journal of Buddhist Brotherhood devoted to the Buddha
Dhamma. It contains articles of a general nature pertaining to History,
Ethics, Archaeology, Philosophy and Literature. News of Buddhist
activities all over the world is a special feature of the Magazine.
Annual subscription : India, Burma, and Ceylon ....... . Rs. 4
l;.urope and Africa ............. .
6s.
2
America ... . . .. ...... . . .. . . .. .
Japan and Far East .... . .. . ... . Yen 4
Look out for
BUDDHA DAY NUMBER 1930
(May and June)
Fully illustrated and contains illuminating articles from prominent
writers all over the world.
Price Re 1 including Postage

s

Free to subscribers. -

Books on Buddhism supplied.

MAHA BODHI JOURNAL
4A, Colleie Square, C;\LCUTTA, INDIA

A COURSE OF 24 LESSONS BASED ON THE TEACJUNGS OF THE
BHAGAVAD GITA
Practical Instructions in Occultism (Yoga)
1. The Preliminary of Shutting Off
f rom the Se nRe-v\Torld.
2. On tbe Mastery of Anger.

13. The Equilibrium of Life-Death.
14. Into Life Sncrifice Death.
Jfi. Further on « Shutting Off from

:3. Never Regret-Grieve Naught;.

the Sense-Workl».

4. On the Purpose of Life.

16. Prevention of .the Flow of Prana.

5. Seeing the Soul.

17. Life is Not a Slave to the Breath.

6. Tasting the Soul.

18. Reg·eneration 'L'brongh Fasting.

7. Contacting the Soul-Lives.

19. Mortifi cation and Detachment.

8. Conquest of the Kingdom.

20. Conscience's Qua ]ms-Sorrows of

9. Government by Leadership.

the Heart.

10. Tnhibition of Tb ought by Silence.
11. Th e Sound Th at Resounds
Through the Soul.

21. Using the Breath Rhythm.
22. E limin ating Worry.

12. What You Have to Do While
CultivatinP' the Silence.

23. Raj a Yoga..
24. Do What Thou Wilt.

The Order chooses individuals for attainment and draws men up to Krishna.
All of the Practices lead to Perfection, to God.
It does not matter at all to what religious beliefs the students subscribe to.
The students who join the Order owe no duty to the Order.
FEE £ 10/ -

THE LATENT LIGHT CULTURE TINNEVELY, INDIA

Ps1cblc Jmpr0ssi@Jns
from your

Handwriting
or

Small Article
I/2/6

5/-

Sample Reading
Condensed Reading
Extended Reading

SEND MONEY ORDER TO
PHYLLIS M. TATE
· I 70, South Street Park

SHEFFIELD

ENGLAND

The Wheel
of Life
Three volumes published By
MAURICE WEMYSS
Deals prinripaay with the relation
of the degrees of the Zodiac and of
the planets to human character :also
vonta.ins Tables of Houses for London and New-York, according to the
Campanus System. Each vol. 5/-.
« MODERN ASTROLOGY »

Ludgate Circus

London

ARE YOU·
SEEKINli TRUTH
Revue d'Astrologie, Esoteri·
que et Exoterique et des Sclen·
ces Psyohiques et Occultes.

Koreshanity solves all
universal riddles. Gives the
true answers to the questions of life,

Pl'i x cl u numcro : 3 fr. 50 frarn;:ais

ABONNEMENT ANNUEL :

death and

France et Colonies .. .

35 fr. franr;ais

immortal attainment.
ETRANGER:

Literature free. Write

P ays <:lans. I 'accord
de Stockholm. .. ...

The Guiding Star

40 fr. franr;ais

Autres pays (Etats
Unis, Angleterre)

45 fr. fran r;ais

Numero gratuit sur demande

Publishing House

INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE

Estero, Lee co., Florida, U. S. A.

A:friq1,ie du Nord

DE CARTHAGE

CARTHAGE -

TUNISIE

THE OCCULT DIGEST
A Periodical of Reprint ·and Research

Articles on
Astrology, Numerology, Pal mis try, Graphology
Theosqphy, Rosicrucianism, Psychic Philosophy, Spirit Phenomena
Mysticism
With a Digest of the Latest News in
Science, Psychical Research, Occult Order, etc
TH• OCCULT DIG•ST

Monthly 25 c.

1900 North Clark Street,
Subscription -

CHICAGO.

U. S. A.

3.00 Dollars a Year - in the U.S.A. and Canada
3.50 Dollars Foreign
. .....
'

____; '

~IJr

flew JD or It

~strolo ger

A Scholarly periodical in popular language, with a sense of humor
and a literary flair. A brilliant group of contributors
from all parts of the world. One dollar a year
Published quarterly
Single copies 35 cents

ELIZABETH ALDRICH
136, West 12th Street,

New-Yorq, U.S. A.

Practical Astrology
An up-to-date monthly magazine devoted to the study of Scientific
Astrology; containing items of current interest to all students of the
science. Illustrated by Horoscopes of prominent characters.
Each issue contains maps of Lunations for Capitals of the important
countries of the world, also the principal cities of the United States,
with explar.ations and comments.
-

Subscription2.00 Dollars per year single copies 25 c.

1.00 Dollar for six months

H.V.HERNDON

690, Market St., San Francisco, Calif U. S. A.

The British College of Psychic Science, Ltd.
15, QUEEN'S GATE. -LONDON,

s. W.7.

Tel. Western 3981
Hon. Principal : Mrs. Hewat Mc Kenzie
SYLLABUS ON APPLICATION
Best equipped centre for the study and demonstratiqn of
Psychic Science in Britain
For Membership and experiments apply to the Hon. Secretary
"PSYCHIC

SCIENCE'"

Editor : Stanley de Brath, M.l.C.E.
Can be obtained from the College : 2/9 Post Free; 11/-yearly.
Sample Copy F rec

IN ER SELF
w

PRACTICAL PRINCIPLES REVEAL
POWER WITiIIN
If you h ave tried e verywhere, searched in v ain for some h elp,
some sollltion to yom problem- whether it is healtb or bappinessancl are still sea l'ching, then read thi s care.fu ll y .
Prosperi ty is not m erely lu f·k or cllang·e nor is it an inheritance
-it is your i ne1·itahle rig lit; you should and can barn it. Prosperity
is not some illusive wi ll of tlie 'Yisp that we must p urs ne from yea.1·
to year withont c1·er ha l'ing the pleasure of its company.

PSYCHIC LAWS
N a ture has cs Labl ishecl a sys t em of cons tructive principles throughout tbe uni1·ers e. They p ermeat e cYerything, every wh ere. You are
governed by them, wh y not u se them ...... The real self wi t hin, the
YOU is eYer attunetl with th ese p r incipl es, is part of them, but do
you use th em- do y ou let those i n ne r p ::;ychic principles change your
course in life? Tl1ink of that gr eat fountain of Psych i c power within; it is eYcr at tl1 e rnll of t h e s ince l'e see ke r.

ARE YOU READY?
Arc yo11 really to nse a h et te r s.vs tem of li vin g, a profound yet
s imp le process of m astering th e obs taeles of Ii.Cc, and bringing tlic
drnams of your heal' t a nd soul into real.i zati on ? A l'e yon rnacly to
girn a few mi1lLlL es ea ch day to th e stud y :rnrl application of t ;1osc
principles w l1i cl1 will 111ake you lwppy, s uccessf ul a 1", 1 prn~pc!'o11s1
Tf 3 OU a re, the wo dtl -1\"icl e rn 1we me11t. t he nl)sicrnc ian Ord el', knowu
for ages tJ1rnu g·ho11 t th e world ;i s Lhe pat !1 hy which llw11 s;111d s of
men ;incl worn c 11 lia \·e a tta i11 ed th eir aim , will ,;how you lww tu 11 sc
th ese woml e l'ful l'a cn lt ies yn 11 p os;;cs,;.

FREE BOOK TELLS SIORY
Sinccrn s eek e rs may see 11l'e fr ee. Rnil wi t lin11 t o b lig:~tion. n ew book
- «Li gl:t of Egyp t» . This hook Lcll s holl' yot1 may le<trn of tl1 cse
\1"Unc1el'i'11l !all's i1sed \i_y tl 1c lfos ir·rne: ians, a11d how you too may llll t
them i11 Lo pl'arti1·r. 1f tl 1011san d s ha l'e bee n he lp ctl , ll'liy u ol" y o11 '1
ALldrcss a lett er (nut a p us t ca 1·«1 ) a ,; fol ln\YS:

SAN JOSE

LIBRARIAN L. F. Y.
RO SICRUCIAN BROTHERHOOD
(AMO RC)
CALil:F., U.S.A.

(Perpetuating the Only and Original Rosicrucian Fraternity)
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I

